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The majority of soil carbon (C) is associated with clay-size organo-mineral 

particles and is often observed to have longer turnover times than bulk soil C. There is 

mounting evidence that mineral-associated organic matter (MAOM) is of microbial 

origin, elevating the importance of metabolic transformations of soil C inputs during 

this stabilization process. My doctoral research employed a model systems approach 

to test linkages between substrate identity and microbial uptake preference, carbon use 

efficiency (CUE), and subsequent transformation of C into MAOM. In Chapter 1, I 

collected soils form Arnot Forest near Ithaca, NY and used exometabolomics to 

characterize an extracted model soil solution and culturing methods to create a 

microbial isolate library of fungi and bacteria (n = 20) using this solution. I then used 

time-resolved metabolic footprinting to phenotype the growth of a novel bacterium, P. 

solitsugae, in this soil extract, capturing the concentration changes of over 150 low 

molecular weight compounds, their temporal patterns, and determining the CUE of 

growth. For Chapter 2, I grew three isolates ranging in growth rate in a defined media 

modeled after soil extract, tracked the temporal uptake of 34 compounds and observed 

clustered, co-utilization of C substrates. No clear relationships between growth rate 



 

and CUE or substrate energy content and substrate use efficiency were observed, 

indicating a limited role of substrate energy content as a predictor of metabolic use. In 

Chapter 3, I conducted a batch sorption study to assess the impact of microbial and 

substrate source on the affinity of necromass C and N using labeled microbial 

necromass from Chapter 2 and goethite as a model mineral phase. I coupled this with 

in situ infrared spectroscopy to probe the mechanisms and kinetics of MAOM 

formation and destabilization. Broad differences were observed between fungal and 

bacterial necromass composition and resulting goethite MAOM, with bacterial 

MAOM containing more stable, phosphate-related groups indicative of nucleic acid 

contributions. Microbial source and substrate source both impacted the mineral surface 

affinity of necromass C and N, highlighting the importance of metabolism in driving 

the formation of MAOM.  
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Abstract 

 
We used time-resolved metabolic footprinting, an important technical approach 

used to monitor changes in extracellular compound concentrations during microbial 

growth, to study the order of substrate utilization (i.e., substrate preferences) and 

kinetics of a fast-growing soil isolate, Paraburkholderia sp. 1N. The growth of 

Paraburkholderia sp. 1N was monitored under aerobic conditions in a soil-extracted, 

solubilized organic matter media, representing a realistic diversity of available 

substrates and gradient of initial concentrations. We combined multiple analytical 

approaches to track over 150 compounds in the media and complemented this with 

bulk carbon and nitrogen measurements, allowing estimates of carbon use efficiency 

throughout the growth curve. Targeted methods allowed the quantification of common 

low-molecular-weight substrates: glucose, 20 amino acids, and 9 organic acids. All 

targeted compounds were depleted from the media and depletion followed a sigmoidal 

curve where sufficient data were available. Substrates were utilized in at least three 

distinct temporal clusters as Paraburkholderia sp. 1N produced biomass at a 

cumulative carbon use efficiency of 0.43. The two substrates with highest initial 

concentrations, glucose and valine, exhibited longer usage windows, at higher 

biomass-normalized rates, and later in the growth curve. Contrary to hypotheses based 

on previous studies, we found no clear relationship between substrate nominal 

oxidation state of carbon (NOSC) or maximal growth rate and the order of substrate 

depletion. Under soil solution conditions, the growth of Paraburkholderia sp. 1N 

induced multiauxic substrate depletion patterns that could not be explained by the 
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traditional paradigm of catabolite repression.  

 

 

Importance  

 
 Exometabolomic footprinting methods have the capability to provide time-

resolved observations of the uptake and release of hundreds of compounds during 

microbial growth. Of particular interest is microbial phenotyping under 

environmentally relevant soil conditions, consisting of relatively low concentrations 

and modeling pulse input events. Here we show that growth of a bacterial soil isolate, 

Paraburkholderia sp. 1N, on a dilute soil extract resulted in a multiauxic metabolic 

response, characterized by discrete temporal clusters of substrate depletion and 

metabolite production. Our data did not support the hypothesis that compounds with 

lower energy content were used preferentially, as each cluster contained compounds 

with a range of nominal oxidation states of carbon. These new findings with 

Paraburkholderia sp. 1N, which belongs to a metabolically diverse genera, provide 

insights on ecological strategies employed by aerobic heterotrophs competing for low-

molecular-weight substrates in soil solution.  

 

 

Introduction  

 
Low-molecular-weight (LMW) compounds in soil solution comprise a small 

amount of total soil carbon yet represent an important carbon pool at the interface 
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between the decomposition of larger residues and subsequent assimilation by the soil 

microbial community (Roth et al., 2019). The LMW C pool is typically less than 10% 

of soil solution C and totals to 1-2 g C m-2 down to a meter depth in typical forest soils 

(Ellert et al., 1995). Because of their small compound size (<1 kDa) and the presence 

of specific and nonspecific membrane transport systems in microbial cells, LMW 

compounds are rapidly assimilated and mineralized by the microbial community (Hill 

et al., 2008). The composition of the LMW fraction of soil solution reflects common 

precursors and intermediates found in the metabolism of plant and microbial cells (van 

Hees et al., 2008). These compounds, primarily sugars, amino acids, and organic 

acids, are maintained at low concentrations by a balance of microbial uptake and a 

constant supply from metabolite release, cell death, root exudation, depolymerization, 

and downward movement of soil solution (van Hees et al., 2005). Estimates of half-

lives of specific compounds within this class vary from less than an hour to greater 

than 7 d depending on the soil horizon being investigated (Jones et al., 2003; Glanville 

et al., 2012; Glanville et al., 2016). Though rapidly cycled, these compounds are 

thought to disproportionately make up persistent C and N pools after transformation 

(Roth et al., 2019) and are increasingly being represented in finer resolution in 

microbially-explicit models to predict stabilization rates (Tang and Riley, 2013).  

Compound uptake preferences and metabolic use efficiency (carbon use 

efficiency, CUE, synonymous to microbial growth yield) of LMW C and N is 

predetermined and regulated by the individual microbial cell (Roller and Schmidt, 

2015) as well as influenced by environmental stoichiometric limitations (Creamer et 

al., 2014) and the presence and availability of other organic substrates (Gommers et 
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al., 1988). A current question is whether we may determine first principles for the 

diverse metabolic potential inherent in the soil microbial community. Previous 

exometabolomic trials in bacteria and yeast have shown almost no links between 

genetic or ecotype relatedness and substrate uptake patterns (Maharjan and Ferenci, 

2005) to strong genotypic clustering or mixed clustering in relation to substrate uptake 

(Pope et al., 2007; MacKenzie et al., 2008). There is evidence for (Behrends et al., 

2013) and against (Behrends et al., 2009) whether individual bacterial populations 

exhibit conserved uptake preferences when diverse resources are abundant. 

Quantitative stable isotope probing work on complex, in situ soil communities 

suggests that evolutionary background may be the main constraint on carbon 

assimilation (Morrissey et al., 2019). One relatively well defined ecophysiological 

paradigm that appears to hold true for soil bacteria is the broad distinction between 

copiotrophic and oligotrophic life histories (Fierer et al., 2007). In this framework, 

copiotroph populations have higher growth rates, are adapted to pulsed input events, 

and tend to exhibit inefficient conversion of LMW C into biomass (Roller and 

Schmidt, 2015). Our current capacity to model LMW C cycling in soil solution may 

be limited by our ability to define the predominant ecophysiological characteristics 

that govern heterotroph activity.  

There is clear evidence from LMW tracer experiments in the field (Brant et al., 

2006; Bradford et al., 2013; Gunina et al., 2014) and laboratory incubations (Sugai and 

Schimel, 1993; Frey et al., 2013; Gunina et al., 2017) that oxidized compounds are 

taken up more rapidly by the microbial community followed by a less efficient 

conversion of that C to biomass (lower CUE) in surficial soil horizons. These 
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observations are often associated with an inferred relationship between the energetic 

content of a carbon substrate (Gommers et al., 1988; LaRowe and Van Cappellen, 

2011) and its potential CUE. Generally, a compound with a higher nominal oxidation 

state (NOSC) will require more energy, in the form of reducing equivalents, to reduce 

the carbon to the oxidation state of the biomass being created (~ -0.2). In other words, 

growth on substrates with a NOSC above that of biomass (Roels, 1980) will reduce 

growth efficiency due to energy limitations while substrates with a NOSC far below 

that of biomass will be carbon limited during growth (Manzoni et al., 2012). It is also 

possible that under mixed substrate utilization the more oxidized compound could be 

used primarily for energy generation alone (Gommers et al., 1988). This may explain 

earlier and less efficient use of higher NOSC compounds in these studies. It has been 

hypothesized that the relationship between NOSC and CUE may resemble a bell-

shaped curve centered around the NOSC of biomass (Kleber). However, under aerobic 

conditions, a more likely relationship is a linear increase to a theoretical maximum 

with increasing energetic content (lower NOSC) (Linton and Stephenson, 1978).  

Relationships between compound identity, uptake and CUE are not as clear at 

the microbial population level. Substrate preferences can be extremely divergent, even 

across similar fast-growing isolates (Erbilgin et al., 2017). A traditional view is that 

these fast-growing organisms, which are considered copiotrophs, should stagger 

uptake based on potential maximal growth rate on that substrate (Fierer et al., 2007). 

This phenomenon, known as catabolite repression, is the classic paradigm of microbial 

substrate selection and often exhibits diauxic growth patterns (Görke and Stülke, 

2008; Kremling et al., 2015). 
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Much of the theoretical underpinning for the hypotheses that higher NOSC 

compounds are more readily assimilated or those that support catabolite repression are 

based on simplified, minimal media (Kovárová-Kovar and Egli, 1998). The NOSC 

framework, though field tested, is built upon single carbon source culturing trials 

(Linton and Stephenson, 1978) and deviations can be observed under even simple 

mixed substrate culturing conditions (Gommers et al., 1988). There is also an 

assortment of observations showing simultaneous use of substrates that provide 

medium or low maximum growth rates when low concentration, mixed substrate 

medias are used (Egli, 1995). It is imperative that appropriate medias mimicking the 

relevant ecological niches be used to develop relationships between compound 

characteristics and C-utilization (Egli, 2015). Time-resolved metabolic footprinting 

provides an avenue for addressing these concerns (Behrends et al., 2009). This 

approach uses sigmoidal model fits to define the midpoint of substrate depletion from 

the media (t50) and parse out substrate preferences during microbial growth. It has been 

used in conjunction with both natural (Baran et al., 2015; Swenson et al., 2015; Sasse 

et al., 2019) and defined, complex medias (Jenkins et al., 2017) and shown the ability 

to link isolate exometabolite profiling with in situ community function (Swenson et 

al., 2018).     

In this work, we utilized time-resolved exometabolomic footprinting to profile 

substrate preferences and CUE of the fast-growing soil bacterium, Paraburkholderia 

sp. 1N (Wilhelm et al., 2020). Paraburkholderia are a relatively newly defined genus 

created from the subdivision of Burkholderia and predominantly isolated from bulk 

soil, the rhizosphere, or found as endophytes (Sawana et al., 2014; Dobritsa and 
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Samadpour, 2016; Beukes et al., 2017). They have been found to preferentially 

respond to additions of phenolics and drive priming in forested soils (Zwetsloot et al., 

2020). Paraburkholderia sp. 1N was isolated using an undefined, complex growth 

media referred to as soil-extracted, solubilized organic matter (SESOM) (Liebeke et 

al., 2009) derived from an organic rich surface horizon in a hemlock-hardwood stand. 

SESOM was used to recreate conditions encountered in soil solution following 

rainwater infiltration and residence in a surficial forest soil when fast-growing 

populations are most active. The depletion of naturally occurring organic substrates as 

well as appearance of metabolites was monitored in batch study using liquid 

chromatography (LC) coupled with high resolution mass spectrometry (HRMS) as 

well as 1H NMR analyses. Our aim is to phenotype this fast-growing soil 

microorganism under realistic, pulsed input conditions. We tested for relationships 

between substrate chemical parameters (NOSC, initial concentration) and microbial 

preferences (t50) and depletion rates, as well as exploring potential links between the 

aforementioned parameters and carbon use efficiency (CUE).  

 

 

Results 

 
Isolation and genomic characterization 

 The forest soil isolate, Paraburkholderia sp. 1N, was isolated on soil-

extractable, solubilized organic matter (SESOM) and classified to the genus 

Paraburkholderia (Fig. A.2) (Wilhelm et al., 2020). Draft genome size was measured 
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to be 11.1 Mb, containing 353 contigs, and a GC content of 60.6%. The annotated 

draft genome was found to contain 11,964 coding genes with 4045 distinct functions. 

Only 3,704 genes could be matched with SEED annotation ontology. The largest 

portions of annotated genes are assigned functions that fall within carbohydrate 

metabolism (n = 1039), amino acid metabolism (n = 666), and metabolism of aromatic 

compounds (n = 487) (Fig. A.3). The phosphoenolpyruvate-protein of the 

phosphotransferase system (PTS), a type of phosphotransferase system implicated in 

well-studied carbon catabolite repression systems, is present (EC 2.7.3.9). Annotated 

ATP-binding cassette transporters (ABC) of interest include the presence of the 

branched chain amino acid uptake systems (Liv – TC 3.A.1.4.1), an oligopeptide 

uptake system (Opp, TC 3.A.1.5.1), and a dipeptide system (Dpp, TC 3.A.1.5.2). 

Further characterization of this isolate can be found in Wilhelm et al., 2020 (Wilhelm 

et al., 2020).  

 

SESOM provides a complex, realistic growth medium  

SESOM was created from the Oa horizon of the hemlock-dominated stand and 

conducted an initial characterization using a range of analytical techniques. SESOM 

had a yellowish hue and was acidic (Table 1.1). Potassium was the major cationic 

component, with appreciable amounts of sodium, aluminum, and iron as well (Table 

A.1).  There was no detectable, dissolved inorganic carbon at this pH and therefore the 

entirety of measured solution carbon was organic. The solution had an observed C:N 

ratio of 16.4. Approximately 16% of solution nitrogen (TN) was in the form of NH4
+ 

while 41% was found to be in the ninhydrin-reactive pool and is considered to be 
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predominantly in the form of amino acids. The remaining 33% was uncharacterized 

but organic in nature. 

 

Table 1.1 SESOM initial solution conditions 

Component Value Units 
     

pH 3.55   
EC 164 μS/cm 

     
TOC 183.1 mg C/L 
TN 11.3 mg N/L 

NH4
+ 1.79 mg N/L 

Ninhydrin - N 4.59 mg N/L 
Reducing Sugars - C 30.7 mg C/L 

 

 

Reducing sugars accounted for 16.5% of total organic carbon (TOC) in the solution. 

Specific LMW compounds of interest were quantified using two different targeted LC-

HRMS and 1H NMR measurements (Table 1.2, See Materials and Methods). In total, 

compounds targeted using LC-HRMS and 1H NMR and colorimetric methods account 

for 19.5% of TOC and 39.9% of TN. Many additional compounds could be putatively 

identified using untargeted approaches but could not be quantified. Glucose is the 

dominant sugar present and the only sugar estimate that could be reliably made from 

1H NMR spectra (Table 1.2, Fig. A.1). Valine, alanine, and glutamate were the 

dominant amino acids present, while acetate, lactate, and gluconate were the 

predominant organic acids present out of those quantified (Table 1.2). 
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Table 1.2. Targeted substrate initial concentrations and depletion dynamics  

Compound Symbol Units Sourcea Typeb Initial a o t50 w %c NOSC 
Pyruvate pyr µM M 1 0.37 0.37 0.00 - - 0.03 0.67 

a-ketoglutarate akg µM M 1 0.59 0.43 0.16 - - 0.05 0.80 
Ornithine orn µM A 1 0.96 0.43 0.53 - - 0.05 -0.40 

Methionine met µM A 1 1.03 0.75 0.28 - - 0.09 -0.40 
Phenylalanine phe µM A 1 1.08 0.57 0.51 - - 0.12 -0.33 

Malate mal µM M 1 1.21 0.93 0.28 - - 0.09 1.00 
Histidine his µM A 1 1.65 1.27 0.37 - - 0.18 0.67 
Lysine lys µM A 1 1.67 1.19 0.48 - - 0.17 -0.67 

Citrulline cit µM A 1 2.24 1.57 0.67 - - 0.36 1.00 
Arginine arg µM A 1 3.00 2.70 0.31 - - 0.38 0.33 
2-keto-D-

gluconate  

2kg µM M 1 3.20 3.04 0.16 - - 0.42 0.67 
Asparagine asn µM A 1 4.24 4.24 0.00 - - 0.39 1.00 

Serine ser µM A 1 6.00 6.00 0.00 - - 0.42 0.67 
Succinate succ µM M 1 6.57 6.57 0.00 - - 0.61 0.50 
Glutamine gln µM A 1 9.05 8.53 0.71 - - 0.97 0.40 
Aspartate asp µM A 1 11.50 11.5

0 

0.00 - - 1.07 0.75 
Gluconate glucon µM M 1 17.63 17.2

6 

0.37 - - 2.37 0.33 
Glutamate glu µM A 1 54.92 54.9

2 

0.00 - - 6.23 0.40 
Alanine ala µM H 1 70.00 44.0

0 

26.00 - - 3.06 0.00 
Acetate ace µM H 1 95.60 72.5

3 

23.07 - - 3.37 0.00 
Proline pro µM A 2 0.83 0.43 0.40 16.2

9 

0.57 0.05 -0.40 
Isoleucine ile µM M 2 1.94 1.92 0.02 16.7

9 

0.99 0.27 -1.00 
Leucine leu µM M 2 9.55 9.51 0.04 16.9

3 

0.52 1.33 -1.00 
Tryptophan trp µM A 2 0.62 0.62 0.00 17.0

6 

0.19 0.16 -0.18 
Tyrosine tyr µM A 2 0.65 0.65 0.00 17.0

8 

0.08 0.14 -0.22 
Citrate citr µM M 2 2.59 2.55 0.04 17.3

3 

0.36 0.18 1.00 
Lactate lac µM H 2 24.94 7.34 17.60 17.9

0 

1.09 0.65 0.00 
Threonine thr µM A 

C 

2 6.40 5.91 0.49 17.9

3 

0.62 0.55 0.00 
Ammonium NH4

+ mg N/L C 

 

2 2.07 2.07 0.00 20.3

2 

0.78 - - 
Reducing 

Sugarsd 

- µM C 2 430.42 248.

35 

182.0

7 

20.4

2 

1.47 31.2

9 

0.00 
Valine val µM A 2 168.29 168.

29 

0.00 20.5

2 

0.72 19.9

6 

-0.80 
Glucose glc µM H 2 192.01 134.

82 

57.19 21.0

6 

1.15 17.8

2 

0.00 
Unidentified Unknown 

Aromatic 
AUC H 2 1.00 0.62 0.38 21.8

2 

0.14 - - 
aSource refers to the analytical technique used (M – LC-HRMS-Metabo Method, A – LC-HRMS-AA 
Method,  
H – 1H NMR, and C – Colorimetric) 
bType 1 refers to substrates depleted before the first sampling point, while Type 2 substrates have been 
fit to a sigmoidal depletion curve: ! = !

"#$
!"#$%
&

+ $ 
cRefers to percent of total C assimilated (51.8 mg C/L) that could be attributable to the targeted 
substrate.  
dReducing sugars method includes glucose values.  
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Figure 1.1. Growth curve of Paraburkholderia sp. 1N on SESOM  

Data was collected from experimental replicates (n = 3), a mimic flask (n = 1), and a starter 

flask (n = 1) used in the experiment. Y-Axes display optical density measured photometrically 

at 600 nm as well as a biomass conversion (Biomass (mg/L) = 343.09 OD (600 nm) – 5.38) 

and cellular protein content (Protein (mg/L BSA equivalents) = 67.19 OD (600 nm) + 2.78). 

Biomass was measured only on experimental replicates via 0.2 µm filtration and protein 

content using a Bradford assay after cell lysis using dual analytical replicates. The starter flask 

was used to initially inoculate the experiment (OD600nm = 0.0658) and is pictured to provide 

support for forcing the model fit. 
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Paraburkholderia sp. 1N was grown aerobically in SESOM and growth rate, 

μmax, was determined to be 0.17 h-1 (generation time = 4.1 hr) using linear fitting 

during exponential growth (Fig. 1.1). During the course of growth, 51.8 mg C/L 

(28.3% of initial TOC) was assimilated and 32.5 mg C/L (17.7% of initial TOC, 

62.8% of assimilated C) was lost from the culturing vessel entirely (Fig. 1.2).  

 

 

 

Figure 1.2. Carbon and nitrogen dynamics  

Panel A displays changes to carbon pools in terms of mg C/L. Panel B displays nitrogen pools 

in terms of mg N/L. All points represent means (n = 3) with standard error bars (smaller than 

point size in all cases). 
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This amount is assumed to be predominantly respiratory CO2 losses from the system 

(Fig. 1.2A - Cumulative CO2), though it could contain small amounts of volatile 

organic carbon as well. Biomass production reached a mean plateau of 21.7 mg C/L at 

stationary phase. Reducing sugars could potentially explain a large portion of C 

assimilated from SESOM media (up to 31% of total C assimilated, Table 1.2). 

Similarly, nitrogen was assimilated from SESOM media during growth (Fig. 1.2B). 

Initially, amino acid - N concentrations decreased followed by a switch to 

predominantly NH4
+ before a return to amino acid – N depletion as NH4

+ 

concentrations dropped below detection (Fig. 1.2B). Approximately 6.7 mg N/L were 

removed from solution and incorporated in the biomass of Paraburkholderia sp. 1N. 

Total amino acid – N (4.05 mg N/L) and total NH4
+ - N depletion (1.79 mg N/L) 

account for all but 0.86 mg N/L removed from solution, indicating a smaller 

contribution of alternative N sources to microbial uptake (Fig. 1.2B). There was no 

significant loss of N from the system.  

Estimates of cumulative CUE show an increase through the growth curve to a 

plateau of 0.43 (Fig. 1.3). Instantaneous estimates were calculated over each 

measurement period to determine if higher instantaneous rates were achieved. A 

maximum of 0.54 was estimated over the 19-22 hr portion of the experiment, which 

encompasses the inflection point of the growth curve. Instantaneous CUE rapidly 

declined after the inflection point as growth slowed and the population entered 

stationary phase.  
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Figure 1.3. Carbon use efficiency (CUE) during microbial growth of 
Paraburkholderia sp. 1N on SESOM 

All points represent means with standard error bars (n = 3). Instantaneous CUE was calculated 

from growth in between biomass sampling points, so estimated values (*) are displayed at the 

center of the measurement period. A similar 4-point sigmoidal curve was fit for cumulative 

CUE (! = !

"#$
!(#!$%&)

(
+ $, a = 0.43, t50 = 20.09, w = 1.40, o = 0).    

 

Time-resolved exometabolomic footprinting  

LC-HRMS and 1H NMR were used for the direct quantification of 31 targeted 

compounds at each time point sampled during the growth of Paraburkholderia sp. 1N 

in SESOM (Table 1.2). Depletion patterns were analyzed by overlaying the t50 and 

90% usage window of each substrate onto the growth curve of the organism (Fig. 1.4) 

(Behrends et al., 2009; Erbilgin et al., 2017). Concentrations of all of the 31 targeted 

compounds decreased during the course of growth. It is important to note that our 
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technique does not independently confirm the presence of these compounds 

intracellularly and the terms depletion or usage will be employed throughout this 

paper instead of uptake or assimilation. There is a possibility of extracellular 

transformation without uptake or even uptake without subsequent usage (Baran et al., 

2015).  

Substrate depletion from the media occurred in three distinct clusters, as 

determined by usage window plotting (Fig. 1.4) (Behrends et al., 2009). The first 

cluster, containing 20 of the 31 substrates, occurred predominantly before the first 

sampling event and the substrate depletion pattern was either entirely or almost 

entirely missed, making them Type 1 substrates (Fig. 1.4 insert, Fig. A.4, See 

Materials and Methods). The first cluster of compounds consisted of a mixture organic 

acids and amino acids (Table 1.2, Fig. 1.4). There was a slightly higher abundance of 

compounds with NOSC greater than 0 in this earlier phase of depletion (Fig. 1.4 

insert). The remaining 11 substrates were removed from the media during the 

sampling period and could be fit to a sigmoidal uptake curve (Type 2 substrates, Fig. 

A.5). Type 2 substrates fell into two separate clusters of overlapping usage, one before 

the inflection point of growth and one occurring afterwards (Fig. 1.4). The second 

cluster contained mainly amino acids (proline, isoleucine, leucine, tryptophan, and 

tyrosine) as well as two organic acids (citrate and lactate) (Table 1.2, Fig. A.5). The 

third cluster consisted of glucose and valine disappearance as well as the removal of 

unidentified aromatic peaks (identified via 1H NMR and assumed to be attributed to 

tannin-like molecules) coupled with NH4
+ uptake (Fig. 1.4, Fig. A.5). Total reducing 

sugars had an earlier t50, indicating that the multiple other, lower concentration, sugars  
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Figure 1.4. Usage window plot of Paraburkholderia sp. 1N growth on SESOM  

Modeled depletion patterns of targeted carbon substrates are overlain on the growth curve. 

Only substrates where sufficient data allowed the fitting of a sigmoidal curve are depicted in 

the plot (Type 2). The points represent the inflection point of depletion (t50) and the horizontal 

bars represent the 90% usage window (modification of the fit window, w). The inflection point 

of the growth curve is also overlain on the figure (X). Many substrates were depleted 

substantially before the first sampling point (Type 1, Fig S3) and therefore no kinetic data is 

available. A histogram of the targeted Type 1 substrates is overlain in the early portion of the 

growth curve for this reason. All depicted substrates are colored by their oxidation state 

(NOSC) and listed in order of increasing t50 in the figure legend. Lactate is mostly obscured by 

threonine, which has a slightly later t50. 
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had a slightly earlier removal. This later cohort of compounds comprise the largest 

concentrations of available C and N in solution out of the substrates quantified. 

Targeted substrates, overall, represented 74.9% and 74.4% of total C and N depletion, 

respectively (Table 1.2). 

 An untargeted approach was then employed to look for compounds beyond 

those targeted previously. In total, 135 significant features were detected and the area 

under the curve quantified. Of the 135 detected features, 99 decreased and 36 

increased during the growth of Paraburkholderia sp. 1N (Fig. A.6-A.12). Only 21 of 

the decreasing features could be fit using equation 2 (Fig. A.7) and only 15 of 

increasing features could be fit with the modified version of the same equation (Fig. 

A.11). A combined plot was used to visualize the depletion and appearance of these 

features (Fig. 1.5A). There was a clear distinction between the t50 of decreasing and 

increasing features, with the mean t50 of decreasing features occurring 2.4 hours before 

that of the increasing features (two-sample t(34) = -6.3742, p < 0.001). Compound 

appearance tended to occur over smaller intervals (90% usage window) than substrate 

depletion, with a 3.3 hour longer usage window estimate for decreasing features 

(Wilcoxon rank sum W(34) = 279, p < 0.001).  

Inclusion of untargeted features show that Paraburkholderia sp. 1N exhibited 

metabolic diversity in the variety of compounds that could be depleted from SESOM 

media. Similar levels of superclass diversity were removed from the extracellular 

matrix as were transformed or released as metabolites or upon cell death (n = 8) (Fig. 

1.5B,C). Alkaloids and phenylpropanoids and polyketides were only removed from 

SESOM media, and both superclasses showed late disappearance (Fig. 1.5B, Type 4).  
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Figure 1.5. Untargeted features detected split by directionality of change  

Type 2 features whose depletion or appearance could be modeled using a sigmoidal fit are 

depicted in a usage window plot (Panel A). Points are overlain over the growth curve at the 

inflection point of their depletion or appearance (t50), while the horizontal bars represent the 

90% usage window (modification of the fit window, width) of the feature. Decreasing and 

increasing features were sorted based on the kinetics and shape of their curve and sorted by 

Superclass (Panel B and C; Type 1 – early depletion or appearance/insufficient data for fit, 

Type 2 – Sigmoidal curve fit, Type 3 – Nonsigmoidal depletion or appearance, Type 4 – late 

depletion or appearance/insufficient data for fit).    
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Benzenoids and nucleosides, nucleotides, and analogues were only released into the 

SESOM media and both showed irregular appearance profiles (Fig. 1.5C, Type 3). Of 

the untargeted features that could be fit to a sigmoidal usage pattern (Fig. 1.5B,C, 

Type 2), a similar range of superclasses were involved (lipids, organic acids, organic 

nitrogen compounds, organic oxygen compounds, and organoheterocyclic 

compounds).      

 

Relationships between substrate depletion and NOSC, specific µmax, and 

concentration 

We did not find NOSC or the sole C-source growth rates, specific µmax, to be 

reliable predictors of preferential substrate depletion, t50 (Fig. 1.6A, B). The inclusion 

of untargeted, putatively characterized NOSC values (Fig. 1.6A) did not help build 

any relationship between the two variables. Specific µmax was determined by growing 

Paraburkholderia sp. 1N on each substrate individually to determine maximal 

potential growth. While there is an upward trend between maximal growth rate 

(specific µmax) and t50, it is clear that inclusion of any of the Type 1 substrates would 

invalidate that relationship (Fig. 1.6B). Similarly, there appears to be an upward trend 

between initial compound concentration and substrate depletion preferences (t50, Fig. 

1.7A), yet inclusion of three of the Type 1 substrates, acetate, alanine, and glutamate, 

are not possible in such a relationship. Compounds at higher initial concentrations 

appear to be used at higher rates (Fig. 1.7B) and for a longer window of time (Fig. 

1.7C). Inclusion of Type 1 substrates could maintain a non-linear relationship, yet at 

this time only two points, glucose and valine, are driving the trend. More data from  
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earlier in the growth curve would be necessary to confirm these relationships. 

 

 

Figure 1.6. Model fit t50 values for substrates as a function of hypothesized 
predictor variables  

Panel A – The midpoint of depletion, t50, as a function of substrate nominal oxidation state of 

carbon (NOSC). Panel B – t50 as a function of the specific growth rate, µmax, of 

Paraburkholderia sp. 1N growing on that substrate as the sole C source. Error bars represent 

standard error (n = 3). Both panels share the same legend, though untargeted features are only 

displayed in Panel A. For both panels, Type 1 substrates are depicted below the horizontal line 

and greyed out as they have x-axis value (NOSC, specific µmax) but could not be fit to a 4-

point sigmoidal depletion curve.  
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Figure 1.7. Model fit t50 values for substrates, depletion rate, and usage window 
as a function of initial concentration  

Depletion rate is depicted normalized to biomass (mmol/hr/g cell dry weight). The window 

depicted (Panel C) is the estimated 90% usage window. Type 1 substrates are depicted below 

the horizontal line and greyed out as they have x-axis value (Initial Concentration) but could 

not be fit to a 4-point sigmoidal depletion curve. 
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Discussion 

 
Three broad clusters of substrate depletion could be outlined during growth 

(Fig. 1.3). Many substrates belonging to the first cluster were depleted to their 

maximum potential before subsequent depletion of the second cluster began (Table 

1.2, Fig. A4). Distinct clustering of time-dependent substrate depletion implies 

multiauxic growth behavior of Paraburkholderia sp. 1N on SESOM. Within each 

phase of substrate use, there is co-utilization of multiple substrates, which is similar to 

observations for other fast-growing Bacillus and Pseudomonad species (Behrends et 

al., 2009; Erbilgin et al., 2017). The co-existence of sequential (multiauxic) and 

simultaneous substrate use (co-utilization) as a metabolic strategy is more common 

than previously thought when investigating the growth of heterotrophs in diverse, low 

concentration media (Fei et al., 2016; Perrin et al., 2020). We observed that acetate, 

alanine, and glutamate likely provided the majority of carbon from SESOM for 

Paraburkholderia sp. 1N’s biomass production in the first phase, lactate in the second, 

and reducing sugars coupled with valine in the final phase (Table 1.2, Fig. 1.6). 

Inclusion of untargeted data indicates there may be many more compounds being used 

over longer periods within this multiphasic substrate removal pattern (Fig. 1.4A). 

Unfortunately, the inability to quantify putatively identified compounds leaves their 

potential contribution to biomass production unknown for this experiment.     

In complex media, such as SESOM, translation and expression of all 

transporter systems and metabolic pathways presents too high of a cost (Dekel and 

Alon, 2005), requiring a complex regulatory network to shift uptake dynamics. 
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Clustering of media substrate depletion is indicative of a metabolic network shift, 

though higher resolution growth measurements are needed to determine whether 

Paraburkholderia sp. 1N is able to make these types of metabolic shifts with or 

without a slowdown in growth rate (New et al., 2014b; New et al., 2014a; Chu and 

Barnes, 2016). Paraburkholderia sp. 1N has a putative phosphoenolpyruvate-protein 

of the phosphotransferase system (PTS), which is implicated in carbon catabolite 

repression in E. coli as well as Bacillus subtilis and the selective use of sugars (Görke 

and Stülke, 2008). Though a PTS system is present, there was no significant difference 

in the mean uptake of reducing sugars and glucose to suggest carbon catabolite 

repression. Paraburkholderia sp. 1N also has the Liv system (leucine-isoleucine-

valine) system, which is an ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transporter found in E. coli 

(Hosie and Poole, 2001). It may be possible that Paraburkholderia sp. 1N can up and 

down regulate one of the six annotated, amino-acid binding proteins (TC 3.A.1.4.1). 

These have been shown to be paralogs in other organisms and differ in amino acid 

specificity and affinity (Hosie and Poole, 2001). Up and down regulation of 

transporters with different affinities could explain the observed clustering of amino 

acid uptake patterns. Alternatively, similar ABC transporter systems have been found 

to have broad specificity (Hosie et al., 2002), so another possibility is that the uptake 

of amino acids may not be under strict control at all. The predominance of increasing 

features in the exometabolome after the inflection point of growth (Fig. 1.5A), at 

similar timing as the switch to multiple sugar and valine metabolism, is indicative of a 

regulated metabolic shift. This may be due to changing nutrient availability or other 

stress encountered during batch growth and a resulting release of metabolites 
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(Novotna et al., 2003).    

Paraburkholderia sp. 1N exhibits a growth strategy that falls outside of 

traditional paradigms. While this isolate did show metabolic diversity that is in 

accordance with other fast-growing soil bacteria it did not selectively use those 

substrates (glucose, histidine, phenylalanine, pyruvate, lactate) that connote optimal 

growth rates (Fig. 7B). Co-utilization of carbon sources is expected to boost microbial 

growth rate (Görke and Stülke, 2008; Kleijn et al., 2010), though at the expense of 

individual substrate uptake rates (Hermsen et al., 2015). While it is possible that 

clustered substrate usage may offer the advantage of an increased growth rate in a way 

not observed in individual specific µmax estimates (Fig. 1.5B), this seems unlikely as 

substantially lower biomass normalized depletion rates (mmol/hr/g cell dry weight) 

were observed earlier on during growth (Fig. 1.6B). The lower depletion rates of 

earlier Type 2 substrates may indicate a strategy of maximizing growth efficiency 

using these lower concentration substrates even though they do not support higher 

growth rates. Either Paraburkholderia sp. 1N does not group with other copiotrophs 

or not all copiotrophs maximize growth rate at expense of efficiency (Roller and 

Schmidt, 2015). Other observations of the co-existence of multiauxic and 

simultaneous substrate use tend to reinforce the idea that substrate selection is still 

based on affording the highest growth rate possible (Erbilgin et al., 2017; Perrin et al., 

2020). Bacillus cereus is one other example of a fast-growing, r-selected organism that 

has been observed to selectively uptake substrates based on a mechanism outside of 

maximizing growth rate (Erbilgin et al., 2017). 

Our results did not show that Paraburkholderia sp. 1N had any predilection for 
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depleting more oxidized substrates first, contrary to observations from whole soil 

communities (Gunina et al., 2017). There was a slightly higher number of oxidized 

Type 1 substrates (Fig. 1.3 insert), yet overall, there was no relationship between these 

parameters (Fig. 1.5). The form of regulation that best fits our observations is the 

multiauxic usage of substrate groups representing a mix of divergent oxidized and 

reduced compounds. This use of a more oxidized compound for energy generation, 

resulting in increased growth yield, has been frequently observed in simple, two 

substrate mixtures (Gommers et al., 1988). Increasingly, the co-utilization of 

substrates is thought to be the result of the optimal enzyme allocation (Wang et al., 

2019), suggesting an advantage to the simultaneous use of glycolytic and 

gluconeogenic substrates (Kukurugya et al., 2019; Okano et al., 2020). Indeed, recent 

13C labelling experiments with a marine heterotroph have shown the “different and 

complementary roles” of simultaneously used amino acids (Perrin et al., 2020). There 

is some evidence for this in the second grouping of substrates where growth on citrate 

(NOSC = 1.00) is coupled with isoleucine and leucine (NOSC = -1.00) among others. 

This pattern of C-utilization was observed in our data because of our comprehensive 

tracking of multiple metabolites through time and grouping by metabolite-use stage. 

This phenomenon may be missed if the reduced compound in the coupled pair or 

group is not also being tracked, which is a possibility in many whole soil data sets 

probing a small subset of isotopically labeled substrates (Bradford et al., 2013; Gunina 

et al., 2014; Gunina et al., 2017).  

The efficiency of biomass production of Paraburkholderia sp. 1N (CUE) was 

observed to be within reported ranges of in situ soil communities and soil isolates. The 
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estimated CUE of 0.43 is well within those reported in other bacterial pure cultures 

(CUEP, 0.2 – 0.8) as well as those reported in in situ soil communities (CUEE, 0 – 

0.85) (Manzoni et al., 2012; Geyer et al., 2016). This value is close to those reported 

for chemostat cultures of K. aerogenes NCTC 418 (~0.4) growing on limiting glycerol 

concentrations in the < 20 µM range, similar to many of the substrate concentration 

ranges in this media (Roller and Schmidt, 2015). Paraburkholderia sp. 1N’s 

cumulative CUE also aligns well with the proposed relationship between maximal 

growth rate and carbon use efficiency and puts its CUE alongside a considered 

oligotroph, Rhodospirillaceae sp. PX3.14 (µmax = 0.126-0.144, CUE ~ 0.38) 

(Dethlefsen and Schmidt, 2007; Roller et al., 2016). As mentioned previously, this 

high CUE and slower maximal growth rate, as compared to other bacteria, may 

indicate that Paraburkholderia sp. 1N is on the boundary between the copiotrophic 

and oligotrophic ecological distinctions (Roller et al., 2016). Interestingly, predictions 

of CUE based on genome size alone show that Paraburkholderia sp. 1N’s estimated 

CUE of 0.43 is around the predicted potential CUE of 0.4 for its genome size of 11.1 

Mb (Saifuddin et al., 2019). Thus, while this organism may require greater 

maintenance resource allocation than others with smaller genomes, it is able to grow at 

an efficiency near its predicted potential in a highly diverse and carbon-limiting 

media.  

Predicting the use efficiency of individual substrates (Xu et al.), based on 

temporal alignment between uptake and overall CUE, is a tempting next step but one 

that has many potential pitfalls. For instance, the second cluster of substrate utilization 

(Fig. 1.3) temporally aligns with the highest estimate of instantaneous CUE (Table 
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1.3). It might be reasonable to infer that this cluster of amino acids and organic acids 

are being used most efficiently during this time of high biomass production, yet there 

is a possibility for a disconnect between assimilation and actual metabolic use. The 

population may be employing a strategy of transforming the molecule to protect it 

from potential use by other microorganisms or for intracellular storage (Dawes and 

Ribbons, 1964). The simultaneous assimilation of multiple substrates in distinct 

groups, which we observe (Fig. 1.3), could result in the microbial population 

preferentially routing one substrate to dissimilatory pathways and the other to 

assimilation (Kukurugya et al., 2019). This would result in substrates with disparate 

individual use efficiencies that produce the observed average CUE.  

Substrate concentration differences are up to two orders of magnitude in some 

cases for the SESOM used in this experiment (Table 1.2) and may overwhelm any 

influence of substrate energy content (NOSC) on utilization preference. Studies with 

equimolar initial substrate concentrations are needed for quantitation and identification 

of substrate uptake preferences. The application of isotopic substrate labeling in such 

studies could further probe hypothetical relationships between substrate groups and 

individual substrate use efficiencies. Understanding the effects of both compound 

identity and compound concentration is instrumental to the implementation of 

substrate uptake framework in environmental prediction models.  

Paraburkholderia sp. 1N belongs to a clade of bacteria abundant in forest soils 

which broadly influence C-cycling via phenolic acid-induced priming (Zwetsloot et 

al., 2020). We have shown that Paraburkholderia sp. 1N preferentially uses LMW 

substrates in SESOM in three distinct phases (Fig. 1.5). Lower concentration amino 
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acids and organic acids were used earlier on in the growth curve followed by higher 

concentration sugars and an amino acid coupled with NH4
+ uptake (Fig. 1.5, Fig. A5). 

Moving forward, time-resolved exometabolomic footprinting studies of key species in 

soil microbial communities of interest could aid our understanding of net observations 

of LMW cycling and the underlying mechanisms. To evaluate the physiological 

profile exhibited by Paraburkholderia sp. 1N as representative of other r-selected 

populations, further investigations of other species are needed, based on community 

dominance or ranging in phylogenetic or physiologic differences.  

 

 

Materials and Methods 

 
Preparation of soil-extracted, solubilized organic matter (SESOM)  

Soil was collected under a hemlock-dominated stand in Arnot Forest near 

previous experimental plots (Fahey et al., 2011; Goodale et al., 2015). Field-moist soil 

samples were immediately placed in a cooler and stored at 4°C until further processing 

(< 24 hours). SESOM was prepared using a modified water extraction procedure 

(Liebeke et al., 2009). Briefly, 40 g of air dried Oa horizon from Arnot Forest was 

mixed with 200 mL of 18.2 MΩ-cm water in 250 mL Nalgene bottles and shaken on 

an end-to-end shaker for 1 hr at room temperature. Bottles were then left to stand for 

24 hr and then sequentially filtered through 1.6 μm GF/A, 0.45 μm PES, and then 0.2 

μm PES filters to produce a filter-sterilized solution. Multiple bottles were extracted at 

once and combined to provide sufficient SESOM for experimental purposes. The 
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extracted solution was diluted 2-fold for all growth experiments to produce 

concentrations that might be more realistically encountered in percolating pore water 

following a rainfall event.  

 

Isolation  

Paraburkholderia sp. 1N was isolated from field-moist B horizon found at the 

site. Briefly, agar plates (15 g/L) were made with SESOM as the sole C-source (10x 

dilution). For isolate enrichment, fresh soil was shaken with DI water (1:10 ratio) for 1 

hour and then let sit for 24 hours at room temperature. Serial dilutions were created 

using Winogradsky salts (Dabek-Szreniawska and Hattori, 1981) and 100 µL was 

spread onto plates. Plates were incubated at room temperature in the dark for 3-14 

days and colonies were chosen at first appearance and re-streaked on fresh SESOM-

10x-dilution plates. Three separate plating rounds were conducted. Cellular 

morphology was determined microscopically, and growth was checked in liquid 

SESOM (2x dilution). Paraburkholderia sp. 1N has circular entire colony morphology 

and is rod-shaped. The isolate was stored on SESOM agar plates at 4°C and single 

colonies were used to initiate a starter flask before each experiment of interest.   

 

DNA extraction, genomic analysis, and phylogenetic analysis 

Genomic DNA was extracted from pelleted cells from a liquid culture of the 

isolate on 10 mL of SESOM (2x dilution) (Griffiths et al., 2000) and submitted to the 

Cornell University Sequencing Facility for sequencing using three multiplexed runs of 

Illumina MiSeq Nano (2 x 250 bp). Raw sequencing data were quality pre-processed 
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with Trimmomatic (v. 0.32) (Bolger et al., 2014) and FastX Toolkit (v. 0.7) (Gordon 

and Hannon, 2010) then assembled with SPAdes (v. 3.10.1) (Bankevich et al., 2012). 

Open-reading frames were predicted using Prodigal (v. 2.6.2) (Hyatt et al., 2010). The 

assembly was then uploaded to the KBase Web Server (Arkin et al., 2018) for further 

processing. A phylogenetic tree was constructed using the KBase application ‘Insert 

Set of Genomes Into Species Tree’ (v2.1.10), dependent on Fast-Tree2 (Price et al., 

2010) to provide context within 50 neighboring genomes. Genomic annotation was 

then conducted using the KBase application “Annotate Microbial Assembly”, which 

utilizes the RAST toolkit (Aziz et al., 2008).  

 

Growth on SESOM 

Acid-washed and autoclaved 125 mL Erlenmeyer flasks were used for all 

growth curve experiments. A starter flask containing 50 mL of SESOM was 

inoculated with a single colony of Paraburkholderia sp. 1N. and grown overnight on a 

shaker at 150 RPM until reaching log phase. A 0.5 mL subsample (OD600 nm = 0.0658 

or ~7.64 mg/L biomass) was used to inoculate each experimental flask for the growth 

curve assessment (starting biomass = 0.0757 mg/L). Assessment of the growth curve 

was conducted using optical density (OD600 nm). A growth curve was then fit using a 4-

point sigmoidal function (Fig. 1.1).  

To allow the tracking of substrate depletion during growth, three flasks were 

destructively harvested at four points along the growth curve (17, 19, 22, 24 hr). 

Points were chosen to cover the breadth of the exponential phase of growth and the 

beginning of stationary phase. While each flask was independent, they were treated as 
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replicates for each time point in subsequent analyses. During each destructive 

sampling event, 10 mL was removed for analyses on unfiltered components (TOC, 

TN, cellular protein content) while the remaining 40 mL was filtered through 0.2 µm 

PES filters to remove cellular biomass and stored frozen in separate aliquots for 

further analyses (pH, TOC, TN, reducing sugars, NO3
-, NO2

-, NH4
-, ninhydrin-N, 1H 

NMR, LC-HRMS). Since all media was from a single extraction event and of limited 

volume, all initial media values were analyzed only once for each analyte of interest. 

A Shimadzu TOC-VCPN was used to measure non-purgeable organic carbon (referred 

to as total organic carbon – TOC) and total nitrogen (TN) using a 2% acidification (0.2 

M HCl) and 1:30 min sparge time using high temperature (720 oC) catalytic (Pt) 

oxidation. Cellular protein content was measured on dual analytical replicates using a 

modified Bradford protein assay using bovine serum albumin (BSA) as the standard 

(Kruger, 2009). Reducing sugars were measured using a colorimetric alkaline 

ferricyanide reaction (Myklestad et al., 1997). The colorimetric Griess reaction 

method was used to measure NO3
- and NO2

- (Miranda et al., 2001; Doane and 

Horwáth, 2003). A modified Berthelot reaction was used to measure NH4
+ (Rhine et 

al., 1998). Total free amino acids were estimated using a ninhydrin method (referred 

to as ninhydrin-N) (Moore and Stein, 1948; Joergensen, 1996; Jones et al., 2002). All 

colorimetric samples were analyzed using a Shimadzu UV-2600 UV-Vis 

Spectrophotometer.  

 

Estimation of carbon use efficiency determined via cell filtration 

Estimates of cumulative CUE (mg C in biomass/mg C assimilated) could be 
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derived from measurements of initial SESOM in comparison to sampled time points 

before and after cell removal via 0.2 µm filtration (PES),  

!"# = ("#$%&'()(*	,-&"'%-#	.)%	0	12.4	"5	$%&'()(*	,-&"'%-#	.)%
("#$%&'()(*	,-&"'%-#	.)%&'0	("#$%&'()(*	,-&"'%-#	.)%	

	   (1) 

where all values are in mg C/L. Carbon measurements were made using a Shimadzu 

TOC-VCPN as described above. Due to the large size of the injection needle port, 

measurements of unfiltered solution contained microbial cells and resulting values 

represent cellular as well as extracellular carbon in solution.  

 

Time resolved exometabolomic footprinting 

  Targeted metabolites via 1H NMR. Samples were analyzed by 1H NMR using 

modified methods previously reported for extracted soil solutions (Hochgräfe et al., 

2008; Liebeke et al., 2009). Briefly 30 mL of filtered SESOM media was immediately 

frozen and lyophilized. Samples were then reconstituted with 300 µL of 18.2 MΩ-cm 

water. After vortexing, samples were buffered to pH 7.0 with an addition of 200 µL 

sodium hydrogen phosphate (0.1 mM, pH 7.0) made with 25% D2O (v/v) to provide a 

lock signal and containing 1 mM of sodium 3-trimethylsilyl-[2,2,3,3,-D4]-1-propionic 

acid (TMSP). Solutions were transferred to 5mm NMR glass tubes (length 7 in, 

Wilmad “Economy”). Spectral referencing was conducted in reference to the TMSP 

(final concentration = 0.4 mM). All NMR spectra were collected at 500 MHz at room 

temperature on a Bruker AV 500 operated by Bruker TopSpin 3.5.7 using a 10% D2O 

and water peak suppression program (1D NOESY with presaturation and spoil 

gradients (noesygppr1d)) with 32 scans/sample and a 5 s relaxation delay for a total of 

256 transients. Within MestReNova (v.12.0.0-20080), spectra were Fourier 
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transformed and zero-filled to 64 k data points. Spectra were then linearly phase 

shifted and apodized using a 0 Hz exponential function. All spectra were manually 

phase corrected (PH0: -26, PH1:6), and baseline corrected using the built in 

polynomial fit function. All spectra were reference shifted so TMSP = 0.00 ppm. 

Lastly, residual water peak was removed using the signal suppression tool with 

selectivity at 24 centered on the 4.7 ppm signal. Compound identification was initiated 

by matching peaks of interest with suitable references (Liebeke et al., 2009; Simpson 

and McKelvie, 2009) as well as using online spectral databanks (Human Metabolome 

Database) to confirm multiplicity and chemical shift. Once identified, integrating 

regions were defined and used for integration on all samples (Table A.2).  

 Targeted metabolites via LC-HRMS. Another set of filtered subsamples were 

immediately frozen at -20°C. These samples were thawed and analyzed using LC-

HRMS. Samples were run on a Thermo Scientific Dionex Ultimate 3000 liquid 

chromatography system coupled to a Q Exactive orbitrap mass spectrometer. Two 

separate methods were employed: a reversed-phased approach using a Acquity UPLC 

Waters C18 column (2.1 x 100 mm x 1.7 µm) as the stationary phase and negative 

electrospray ionization to identify metabolites (Lu et al., 2010; Aristilde et al., 2017) 

(Table 1.2 - “LC-HRMS-Metabo Method”) as well as a hydrophilic interaction 

approach using a Waters XBridge column (4.6 x 100 mm x 3.5 µm) and electrospray 

ionization with polarity switching for amino acids (Klein et al., 2020) (Table 1.2 - 

“LC-HRMS-AA Method"). Quality control (QC) checks were run every 10 samples 

with a 30% SD limit. All data were analyzed using an internally constructed template 

within Thermo Scientific Xcalibur 3.0 Quan Browser. The template was built using 
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standards of all compounds identified run between 0 – 15 µM.  

 Untargeted metabolites via LC-HRMS. Data from the reversed-phase method 

were alternatively processed using an untargeted approach via XCMS online v.2.3.0 

(Tautenhahn et al., 2012). Detailed processing parameters are included in the 

Supplemental Material. XCMS online output with CAMERA annotation was then 

imported and further processed using R 3.6.0 (R Core Team, 2019). Features of 

interest were further refined based on the following selection criteria (|ln(fold-change)|  

> 1, p < 0.05, maxint > 107). Metabolites already targeted were removed based on 

overlapping m/z (+/- 0.001) and retention time (+/- 30 s). The refined CAMERA 

output was then used as input for MetaboQuest (http://omicscraft.com/MetaboQuest/), 

where m/z was searched against several databases (PubChem, HMDB, LIPID MAPS, 

KEGG, MMCD, and METLIN) and the lowest error (ppm) hit was chosen for putative 

identification (Level 2) (Sumner et al., 2007). Those returned results containing 

InChIKeys were then classified using ClassyFire (https://cfb.fiehnlab.ucdavis.edu/) 

(Djoumbou Feunang et al., 2016). The Superclass level, which includes 26 organic 

and 5 inorganic categories, was chosen as the most informative way to present 

compound differences as determined by this untargeted approach.  

 

Curve fits for substrate depletion 

 Substrate depletion was modeled using R 3.6.0 (R Core Team, 2019). Data 

were fit using the nls.multstart package (Padfield and Matheson, 2018) to fit sigmoidal 

uptake curves as described previously (Behrends et al., 2009; Erbilgin et al., 2017). 

Briefly, a nonlinear modeling approach allows the fitting of a 4-point curve using the 
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following equation: 

& = 6

78(
(&%)*
+

+ ( (2) 

The resulting four parameters produced by the fit relate to the amplitude of the curve 

(a), the midpoint of compound depletion from the media (t50), the width of the 

concentration decrease (w), and the offset or predicted final value (o). The width (w) is 

mathematically defined as the time it takes for the exponent of e to go from 1 to -1. 

This parameter has been modified to depict the time from 10% of substrate utilization 

((a - o) * 0.9) to 90% of substrate utilization ((a - o)) * 0.1) and is depicted in later 

figures as a 90% usage window. For appearance curves, the signs are changed for a 

portion of the equation, (-(x-t50)), to invert the model fit. More generally, decreasing 

and increasing concentrations of compounds in the media were grouped into four 

different categories; Type 1 – early depletion or appearance and insufficient data for 

curve fitting, Type 2 – sigmoidal fit, Type 3 – sufficient data but nonsigmoidal shape, 

Type 4 – late depletion or appearance and insufficient data for curve fitting (Fig S4-

S12).  

Curves were visually inspected to ensure measured data were sufficient and 

appropriate to fit using this nonlinear function. In some cases, depletion occurred 

predominantly before or after the sampling interval (Type 1, 4). In these cases, 

nonlinear depletion curves were not fit since no data were available to indicate a 

suitable t50 or the steepness of the curve around this inflection point. Parameters of 

interest (t50) and (width) were extracted and used to construct usage window plots to 

aid in the visualization of substrate depletion preferences and overlapping usage 
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windows. A modified version of the width parameter, 90% usage window, was created 

by solving the fitted curve for the time of 10% of usage ((amplitude – offset) * 0.9) as 

well as 90% of substrate utilization ((amplitude – offset) * 0.1). Following the 

protocol outlined in Erbilgin et al. 2017, the differential of the 4-point sigmoidal fit 

was used to solve for the slope of all substrate depletion curves (Erbilgin et al., 2017). 

The maximum rate was then extracted within the time frame of the experiment (0-24 

hrs). 

 

Determination of substrate specific growth rates 

Specific µmax was determined by culturing on each targeted substrate as the 

sole carbon source. The medium used for these trials consisted of 1x Wolfe’s vitamin 

supplement (ATCC® MD-VS™), 1x Wolfe’s trace mineral solution (ATCC® MD-TMS™), 

ammonium chloride (1.5 g/L), potassium phosphate (0.5 g/L) and each substrate 

supplied at an equivalent C-content (200 mg C/L). Paraburkholderia sp. 1N was 

grown overnight in 10 mL of each sole C media and then 100 µL was removed into a 

sterile 2-mL centrifuge tube. Biomass was pelleted at 5000 x g and washed 3 times 

using fresh media. The sample was then vortexed and 200 µL subsamples were placed 

into a 96 well plate and growth was monitored hourly using a microplate reader at 595 

nm (FilterMax F5, Molecular Devices). A total of 3 replicates and an uninoculated 

blank were used for each sole C media. Data were imported into R 3.6.0 (R Core 

Team, 2019) and the growth rates package (Petzoldt, 2018) was used to fit growth 

curves for each replicate and extract the average maximum growth rate, µmax. 
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Data Availability 

The genome assembly for Paraburkholderia sp. 1N can be accessed via the 

NCBI portal using the BioProject accession: PRJNA590275. Draft genome 

annotation, along with associated material, can be found in KBase 

(https://narrative.kbase.us/narrative/55022). All LC-HRMS and 1H NMR raw data 

files, associated metadata, as well as processed output have been deposited to the 

EMBL-EBI MetaboLights database (DOI: 10.1093/nar/gkz1019, PMID:31691833) 

with the identifier MTBLS1692 (https://www.ebi.ac.uk/metabolights/MTBLS1692) 

(Haug et al., 2019).  
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Abstract 

 
Constantly in flux, low molecular weight organic substances (LMWOSs) are at 

the nexus between microorganisms, plant roots, detritus, and the soil mineral matrix. 

Nominal oxidation state of carbon (NOSC) has been put forward as one way to 

parameterize microbial uptake rates of LMWOSs and efficiency of carbon 

incorporation into new biomass. In this study, we employed an ecophysiological 

approach to test these proposed relationships at the population-level using targeted 

exometabolomics (1H-NMR, HR-LCMS) coupled with stable isotope probing (13C). 

We assessed the role of compound class and oxidation state on uptake kinetics and 

substrate-specific carbon use efficiency (SUE) during the growth of three model soil 

microorganisms grown in media containing 34 common LMWOSs, including organic 

acids, amino acids, and sugars. Microbial isolates were chosen to span a gradient in 

nutrient-rich growth rate (0.046-0.316 hr-1) and differ phylogenetically (Penicillium 

spinulosum, Paraburkholderia solitsugae, and Ralstonia pickettii). We observed 

clustered, co-utilization of LMWOSs during growth for all three organisms though 

temporal cluster separation was most apparent for P. solitsugae. We observed no clear 

relationship between growth rate and carbon use efficiency. Potential trends (p <0.05) 

for early utilization of more oxidized substrates were present for the two bacterial 

isolates (P. solitsugae and R. pickettii), but high variability (R2 > 0.15) and a small 

effect of NOSC indicate these are not useful relationships for prediction. Furthermore, 

we observed SUEs ranging from 0.16-0.99 but our data did not support the 

hypothesized relationship between NOSC and SUE. Our results do not provide 
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compelling support for NOSC as a predictive tool for substrate uptake preference and 

SUE at the population-level, implying that metabolic programming is a more 

important than chemical identity in determining LMWOS cycling in soils.  

 

 

Introduction 

 
Low molecular weight organic substances (LMWOSs) represent the interface 

between the microbial cell and the decomposition of organic inputs into soil and have 

long been understood to be critical to soil processes (Marschner and Kalbitz, 2003; 

Roth et al., 2019). This pool of soil organic carbon is a relatively small fraction of total 

dissolved organic carbon at any one point in time, with individual compounds 

typically present at < 1 mM concentrations (van Hees et al., 2005). Rapid cycling of 

LMWOSs involves their partitioning into microbial biomass, metabolic respiration to 

CO2, and contribution to the formation of mineral-associated organic matter (MAOM) 

(Jones and Edwards, 1998; Glanville et al., 2012). LMWOSs are released into solution 

through the action of exoenzymes depolymerizing particulate plant material as well as 

being actively exuded by plant roots to shape soil microbial communities (Sasse et al., 

2018), thus altering soil solution nutrient composition (Jones et al., 2003). While we 

are just beginning to understand the complex signaling roles of LMWOSs (Chagas et 

al., 2018), they serve an important role as the currency of the subterranean economy, 

providing both the carbon and energy source to support heterotrophic microbial 

populations. Therefore, a mechanistic understanding of microbial uptake and 
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transformation of LMWOSs is warranted as this is both the arena where the majority 

of soil respiration takes place (Kuzyakov, 2006) and a pivotal step in the formation of 

MAOM (Sokol et al., 2019). 

 Microbial uptake of LMWOSs in soil solution is much faster than sorption, 

highlighting the importance of microbial processing on the long-term fate of 

LMWOS-derived carbon and nitrogen in soils (Fischer et al., 2010). Uptake rates tend 

to be extremely rapid (< 30 min) and previous studies have indicated that the half-life 

of the compound in soil is influenced by the compound class (van Hees et al., 2005; 

Glanville et al., 2016). More oxidized compounds, such as organic acids, have been 

shown to be removed from soil solution and appear in respired CO2 at faster rates than 

less oxidized compounds, such as sugars and amino acids (Jones and Hodge, 1999; 

Brant et al., 2006; Glanville et al., 2012; Bradford et al., 2013; Gunina et al., 2017). 

Tracer experiments have shown different affinity cellular transport systems to be 

involved in uptake (Hill et al., 2008) involving thousands of taxa (Barnett et al., 2021).  

 Once transported within a microbial cell, LMWOSs are routed through 

metabolic pathways and incorporated into biomass production (anabolism, 

assimilation) or mineralized to CO2 while producing reducing equivalents (catabolism, 

dissimilation) (Roels, 1980; Gommers et al., 1988). Accurately modeling the 

partitioning between anabolism and catabolism, referred to as carbon use efficiency 

(CUE), is critical to forecasting future changes in the soil carbon sink accurately (Li et 

al., 2014; Geyer et al., 2016; Liang et al., 2017). Carbon use efficiency has been 

observed to vary due to intrinsic physiological strategies (e.g., growth rate, genome 

size) as well as to external conditions (e.g., temperature, moisture, substrate quality, 
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nutrient limitations) (Manzoni et al., 2012; Roller and Schmidt, 2015; Roller et al., 

2016). At the scale of individual compounds, the internal energy content of the 

substrate being metabolized (denoted here as nominal oxidation state of carbon, 

NOSC) is one promising determinant of CUE (Gommers et al., 1988; Kleber, 2010; 

LaRowe and Van Cappellen, 2011). In this framework, due to energy limitations, 

increasing LMWOS oxidation state (higher NOSC) is hypothesized to result in lower 

assimilation efficiencies when substrates are used as sole carbon sources. While the 

prevalence of oxygen in surface soils should relieve thermodynamic limitations, recent 

field and laboratory observations have shown thermodynamics to drive aerobic 

respiration dynamics in carbon-limited aquatic systems (Graham et al., 2017; Stegen et 

al., 2018; Garayburu-Caruso et al., 2020) and this is supported by observations in 

intact soil systems as well (Gunina et al., 2017).   

Moreover, it is likely that substrates are not used sequentially by microbial 

populations when inhabiting environments containing diverse, low-concentration 

LMWOS (Egli, 1995; Kovárová-Kovar and Egli, 1998; Cyle et al., 2020). This 

provides microbial metabolism the added ability to route LMWOS-carbon from 

individual substrates divergently to anabolism or catabolism and therefore produce 

specific substrate use efficiencies (SUE) that differ from relationships predicted from 

growth on a single substrate alone (Gommers et al., 1988). Metabolomics using 

isotope labeling have observed nonuniform metabolic routing (Kukurugya et al., 2019) 

and demonstrated metabolic reprogramming around the clustered, co-utilization of 

substrates in model organisms (Perrin et al., 2020). 

There is accumulated evidence that molecular size, compound class, and 
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NOSC may be useful predictors of LMWOS uptake kinetics and use efficiency in soils 

and these concepts are being incorporated into substrate explicit modeling frameworks 

(Tang and Riley, 2013; Song et al., 2020). It is currently unclear whether correlations 

between compound characteristics and substrate utilization patterns (Gunina et al., 

2014) broadly applies for all aerobic heterotrophs in soil environments or simply 

arises from niche partitioning (e.g., faster growing community members prefer to 

metabolize more oxidized substrates) (Gunina et al., 2014). There is a need to conduct 

population-level, ecophysiological studies to understand substrate utilization profiles 

and metabolic use across the breadth of microbial diversity in soil. Though 

reductionist by design, studies of this category are necessary for asking fundamental 

questions about the influence of substrate chemistry on the microbial metabolism of 

carbon and for providing parameter bounds to modelers. They may show utility for 

building predictive models of microbial community interactions (Erbilgin et al., 2017) 

and complementing observations from the field when done under realistic conditions 

of substrate diversity and concentration (Zhalnina et al., 2018).  

 Here the aim of our study was to investigate the role of compound class and 

NOSC on substrate utilization profiles, uptake rates, and use efficiency at the 

microbial population-level. For this work, we have grown three microbial strains 

isolated from a forest soil in a defined media with 34 LMWOSs at realistic, equimolar 

concentrations (25 µM each). The chosen isolates represented distinct phylogenies, 

two closely related to Betaproteobacteria and an ascomycete, which exhibited a range 

of growth rates in the defined media. We put forth three hypotheses: (1) that there is a 

negative relationship between substrate NOSC and the midpoint of substrate uptake; 
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(2) that there is a negative relationship between NOSC and SUE; (3) that individual 

SUEs would diverge widely from the cumulative CUE in accordance with co-

utilization and segregated routing of carbon substrates within carbon metabolism. We 

employed time-resolved exometabolomics to characterize the depletion of compounds 

from extracellular solution during their growth. For the purposes of this work, 

substrate depletion in the extracellular media is assumed to be due to cellular uptake. 

Parallel experiments using treatments with selective isotopically labeled LMWOS 

were performed to determine SUE in a mixed-substrate media.  

 

 

Materials and Methods 

 

Microbial isolation and characterization  

All strains were isolated from both field moist Oa and B horizons found under 

a hemlock-dominated stand in Arnot Forest, New York, USA. Three microbial strains 

were chosen from a library originally isolated using soil-extractable, solubilized 

organic matter (SESOM). All SESOM was derived from the Oa horizon. The extract 

was created using a modified water extraction (Liebeke et al., 2009), involving the 

suspension of 40 g of field-moist Oa horizon with 200 mL of 18.2 MW-cm water. 

Samples were shaken end-to-end for 1 hour at room temperature and then left to settle. 

After 24 hours, the solution was sequentially filtered through 1.6 μm GF/A, 0.45 μm 

polyethersulfone (PES), and then filter-sterilized using 0.2 μm PES filters. Enrichment 

steps were conducted using fresh soil shaken with DI water (1:10 ratio) for 1 hour and 
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then left standing for 24 hours at room temperature. Enrichments were serially diluted 

using Winogradsky salts (Dabek-Szreniawska and Hattori, 1981) and a 100 µL sample 

was then spread onto agar plates (15 g/L) created with SESOM as the sole C-source 

(denoted “N”) and with the addition of streptomycin and Rose Bengal (denoted “RB”). 

All plates were incubated in the dark at room temperature for 3-14 days. Colonies 

were chosen and re-streaked 3 times before growth was checked in SESOM liquid 

culture (2x dilution). Further details about the chemical characterization of SESOM 

and the growth of P. solitsugae in SESOM have previously been reported (Cyle et al., 

2020).  

 Isolates B3N, B1N, and Oa1RB were chosen based on growth rates in defined 

media and characterized using a combination of genomic approaches. Both bacterial 

species were identified using genomic DNA as discussed previously in Cyle et al., 

2020. Briefly, genomic DNA was extracted from pelleted cells and submitted to the 

Cornell University Sequencing Facility for sequencing using three multiplexed runs of 

llumina MiSeq Nano (2 x 250 bp). Fungal identification was conducted using ITS1F 

(CTTGGTCATTTAGAGGAAGTAA) and ITS4 primers 

(TCCTCCGCTTATTGATATGC) (Raja et al., 2017). Paraburkholderia solitsugae 

was extensively characterized in prior works (Cyle et al., 2020; Wilhelm et al., 2020). 

The other two isolates chosen are referred to by the species name with which they 

have the highest similarity (Table S1). The genome assembly for strain B1N 

(Paraburkholderia solitsugae) and strain B3N (referred to hereafter as Ralstonia 

pickettii) can be accessed via the NCBI portal using the BioProject accession numbers 

PRJNA590275. The ITS sequence for strain Oa1RB (referred to hereafter as 
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Penicillium spinulosum) can be accessed via the NCBI GenBank portal using 

accession numbers MZ375756.  

 

Media preparation and culturing conditions 

All experiments were conducted in batch cultures using acid-washed and 

autoclaved 125-mL Erlenmeyer flasks using three biological replicates per treatment. 

Incubating flasks were maintained at room temperature on a shaker at 150 rpm. 

Defined media was prepared based on potential carbon substrates utilized by P. 

solitsugae during growth in SESOM (Cyle et al., 2020). To assess the relative role of 

NOSC on utilization profiles and use efficiencies of each substrate, all carbon 

substrates were added to the media at equimolar concentration (25 µM each). 

Substrates included three sugars [glucose (glc), galactose (gal), xylose (xyl), 20 amino 

acids (alanine (ala), arginine (arg), asparagine (asn), citrulline (cit), cysteine (cys), 

glutamate (glu), glutamine (gln), glycine (gly), histidine (his), lysine (lys), methionine 

(met), ornithine (orn), isoleucine (ile), leucine (leu), lysine (lys), phenylalanine (phe), 

proline (pro), serine (ser), threonine (thr), tryptophan (trp), valine (val)] and 10 

organic acids [acetate (ace), a-ketoglutarate (akg), citrate (citrate), formate (form), 

gluconate (glucon), lactate (lac), malate (mal), oxalate (oxa), pyruvate (pyr), succinate 

(succ)]. The defined medium was filter-sterilized and subsequently supplemented with 

1.68 mM NH4Cl, 0.12 mM KH2PO4, 1x Wolfe’s vitamins and 1x Wolfe’s minerals 

solutions (Atlas, 2010), and pH-adjusted to pH 4.5. The nutrient media was prepared 

in two different manners: (1) with all unlabeled substrates and (2) with single substrate 

isotopically labeled unlabeled substrates to allow the tracking of labeling into respired 
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CO2 and into biomass. 

Species were individually cultured in unlabeled defined media until 

exponential growth phase and then a sample of this culture was used to inoculate 

treatment flasks for experimental trials. For trials with bacterial species (R. pickettii, P. 

solitsugae), this involved overnight culturing and monitoring of growth using optical 

density at 595 nm (OD595) followed by inoculation of 50 mL treatment flasks with less 

than a 250 µL subsample (theoretical starting OD595 ~ 0.0005). For trials with P. 

spinulosum, biomass measurements were made using destructive sampling of 

biological replicates of starter flasks (n = 3 per time point), filtration through 0.2 µm 

PES filters, and mass determination after drying at 55°C for 1 hour. At roughly the 

inflection point of the growth curve, a single flask was sonicated for 5 minutes and 

100 µL volumes were used to initiate all treatments. All culturing work was conducted 

in a laminar flow hood using aseptic technique, sterile filter-pipette tips, and with 

negative controls (n = 3) to ensure sterility was maintained.  

 

Unlabeled growth trials – substrate utilization profiles 

Time-resolved metabolic footprinting sampling. For determining substrate 

utilization profiles, growth trials were conducted solely using the defined media with 

unlabeled substrates. A growth trial was initiated for each isolate as described above, 

with sufficient replicates to allow at least four destructive sampling time points across 

the organism’s growth curve. For bacterial species (R. pickettii, P. solitsugae), 

destructive sampling consisted of centrifugation of ~40 mL of the culture at 10,000 x g 

for 10 minutes.  
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Supernatant was decanted and filtered through 0.2 µm PES filters. For the 

fugal species (P. spinulosum), the entire culture of ~50 mL was filtered through 0.2 

µm PES filters. All samples were immediately allocated into 2-mL centrifuge tubes 

and stored frozen (-20°C) until exometabolomics analysis. All filtered samples were 

analyzed using a Shimadzu TOC-VCPN for non-purgeable organic carbon (referred to 

as total organic carbon – TOC) and total nitrogen (TN) using a 2% acidification (0.2 

M HCl) and 1:30 min sparge time using high temperature (720 oC) catalytic (Pt) 

oxidation. 

 Targeted analytes via LC-HRMS. Stored samples were thawed and prepared 

for immediate analysis using liquid chromatography coupled with high resolution 

mass spectrometry (LC-HRMS) as described in (Cyle et al., 2020). Briefly, samples 

were analyzed using a Thermo Scientific Dionex Ultimate 3000 liquid 

chromatography system connected to a Q Exactive orbitrap mass spectrometer. A 

reversed-phase approach using a C18 column and negative electrospray ionization (Lu 

et al., 2010; Aristilde et al., 2017) as well as a hydrophilic interaction approach using 

polarity switching (Klein et al., 2020) was used to quantitate substrate concentrations 

in the extracellular media. Quality control checks were run every 10 samples with a 

30% standard deviation limit. All data was processed using an internally constructed 

template within Thermo Scientific Xcalibur 3.0 Quan browser using standards of all 

identified compounds run between 0-25 µM. Reliable data on three compounds not 

intentionally added to the minimal media [fumarate (fum), cystine (cyst), and 

homoserine (homoser)] have been included in all analyses.  

 Targeted analytes via 1H NMR. Samples were analyzed using proton nuclear 
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magnetic resonance spectrometry (1H NMR) to capture a select group of sugars and 

organic acids from the media that could not be quantified during some LC-HRMS 

analytical runs (glucose, galactose, xylose, acetate, formate, oxalate, valine). Methods 

used have been previously reported for extracted soil solutions (Hochgräfe et al., 

2008; Liebeke et al., 2009; Cyle et al., 2020). Briefly, 35-40 mL samples of frozen 

extracellular media were concentrated by lyophilizing the sample and reconstituting to 

a smaller, final volume of 500 µL. Reconstitution involved 300 µL of 18.2 MW-cm 

water and buffered to pH of 7.0 using an addition of 200 µL of sodium hydrogen 

phosphate (0.1 mM, pH 7.0) made with 25% D2O (vol/vol) to supply a lock signal and 

containing 1 mM sodium 3-trimethylsilyl-[2,2,3,3,-D4]-1 propionic acid (TMSP) to 

provide spectral referencing at a final concentration of 0.4 mM. All spectra were 

collected at 500 MHz at room temperature on a Bruker AV 500 operated using Bruker 

TopSpin 3.5.7 using a 10% D2O and water peak suppression program (noesygppr1d) 

with 32 scans/sample and a 5-s relaxation delay for a total of 256 transients. 

Previously described spectral processing methods and integral regions (Cyle et al., 

2020) were used on all samples. Areas under the curve were normalized to initial 

media values for each experiment and used for depletion model fitting. No reliable 

sugar data was able to be collected, though in some cases valine, acetate, and formate 

were able to be modeled and are included in analyses.  

 Curve fits for microbial growth and substrate depletion analysis. Microbial 

growth was modeled using R 3.6.0 (R Core Team, 2019) using the nls.multstart 

package (Padfield and Matheson, 2018). Microbial growth was modeled in terms of 

biomass (mg/L) to ensure equivalent comparison of growth rates between bacterial 
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isolates, which were originally monitored in terms of OD595, and the fungal isolate, 

which was originally monitored in terms of biomass. Conversion from OD595 to mg L-1 

for the bacterial species was conducted using a biomass conversion factor (k – 

mg/L/OD, Table 1), determined using biomass data collected at stationary phase 

during the labeled growth trials. Growth was modeled using a reparametrized 

Gompertz equation (Zwietering et al., 1990) on untransformed biomass data to allow 

extraction of parameters with biological meaning and for visualization purposes, 

& = )*0((
-.	
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where y is average biomass data (mg L-1), A is the stationary phase asymptote of the 

growth curve (mg L-1), t is time (h), µ is the specific growth rate (h-1), l is the lag time 

(h-1). A secondary fitting approach was employed using the growthrates package 

(Petzoldt, 2018) to produce normalized estimates of specific growth rate (µ, hr-1) from 

average biomass data, readily allowing comparisons with literature values while 

avoiding biases from estimates of biomass from initial cell density (N0) (Hall et al., 

2013).   

Substrate depletion was analyzed based on pattern clustering, nonlinear 

modeling, and calculations of maximum depletion rate. Clusters of substrate depletion 

were identified for each isolate using a k-means approach specifically suited for 

comparing trajectories. Substrate depletion observations, normalized to measured 

initial media concentrations, were analyzed using the kml package (Genolini et al., 

2015) in R 3.6.0 (R Core Team, 2019). Clusters were iteratively analyzed ensuring 

clusters of sufficient size (10%) and maximizing the Calinski-Harabanz index (Liu et 
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al., 2010). Model fits of substrate depletion data and extracellular TOC were created 

for individual biological replicates using the nls.multstart package (Padfield and 

Matheson, 2018) as described previously (Behrends et al., 2009; Erbilgin et al., 2017; 

Cyle et al., 2020). A nonlinear modeling approach allowed the fitting of a 4-point 

sigmoidal curve using the following equation: 

& = 	 +
1 +	*

'0')*
9

+ ( 

where y represented either concentration data (µM) or in some cases was normalized 

relative to initial conditions (0-1) and t represents time (h). The four parameters 

produced during the fitting procedure relate to the amplitude of substrate depletion (a, 

µM or unitless), the midpoint of depletion (t50, h), the width of the concentration 

decrease (w, h), and the offset or predicted final value of substrate remaining in 

extracellular media (o, µM or unitless). For visualization and comparison purposes, 

the midpoint of depletion (t50) has been chosen as the point to assess substrate uptake 

ordering. The width parameter has been modified in all figures to show a wide usage 

window towards capturing substrate use overlap. The usage window extends from 

10% of total substrate utilization or where y = [(a-o) x 0.9] as well as the time at 

which 90% of total substrate utilization has occurred or where y = [(a-o) x 0.1]. In 

some cases, no fit was applied due to insufficient data or indications that a sigmoidal 

fit was not the appropriate model. Maximum depletion rate was determined by taking 

the differential of the modeled substrate depletion curve and calculating the rate at the 

inflection point (t50) (Erbilgin et al., 2017) and expressing that value both as a rate a 

biomass normalized rate (µmol h-1 mgCDW
-1). In some cases, the midpoint of depletion, 
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t50, has been normalized to the stationary phase sampling time (0-1) for easier 

comparison across isolate growth curves. All two-group comparisons between 

compound classes were conducted using a Welch’s t-test.  

 

Labeled growth trials – substrate use efficiency estimates 

Respiration sampling during growth. Growth trials were conducted for each 

isolate using labeled substrates (> 98% 13C, 99% 15N, Cambridge Isotope Laboratories, 

Inc.) to track C into 13C labeled microbial biomass as well as respired 13CO2. Five 

labeled treatments were chosen to span low molecular weight compound class (sugar, 

organic acid, amino acid) as well as nominal oxidation state of carbon (-0.8 – 2). 

Substrates included a sugar (glucose, NOSC = 0), two organic acids (acetate, NOSC = 

0 and formate, NOSC = 2), and two amino acids (glycine, NOSC = 1 and valine, 

NOSC = -0.8). Each labeled treatment contained the labeled substrate as well as the 

remaining unlabeled 33 substrates.  

Culturing was conducted as described previously except rubber septa were 

fitted after inoculation to seal off the headspace of the flask. At intervals during 

growth, 250 µL headspace gas samples were taken using a 500 µL gastight syringe. 

Gas samples were then injected into pre-evacuated, and helium (He) filled 2 mL glass 

crimp vials sealed with a PTFE/butyl septum. The quantity of 12CO2 (m/z 44) and 

13CO2 (m/z 45) were measured using gas chromatography-mass spectrometry using a 

Shimadzu GCMS-QP2010S equipped with a Carboxen 1010 PLOT column and ultra-

high purity He (Airgas, Inc.) as the carrier gas using previously described protocols 

(Barnett et al., 2021; Wilhelm et al., 2021). Samples were run with 24 hours and each 
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sample run was accompanied by standards ranging from 0-17,700 ppm created using 

CO2 (Airgas, Inc.). No purging was conducted in between sampling points, so all data 

represents cumulative buildup of CO2 in the headspace. All values are displayed as 

CO2-C (% of addition). This was calculated by first subtracting natural abundance 

13CO2 determined using the unlabeled control treatments. This enriched 13CO2 value 

was converted to mg 13C and divided by the amount of labeled substrate supplied in 

the treatment. Cumulative CO2 curves were modeled using a modified version of 

equation 2 with the numerator altered to [-(x – t50)] to invert the 4-point sigmoidal fit 

for the hypothetical curve of mirrored CO2 release. The offset parameter (o) was also 

set to 0 for this scenario.  

 Biomass harvest and isotopic measurements. At the beginning of stationary 

phase, isolate biomass was destructively harvested from all culture flasks. Destructive 

sampling was conducted as described for unlabeled growth trials. All biomass, 

whether separated using a filter or centrifugation, was washed using 5 mL of C-free 1x 

Wolfe’s minerals solutions. A portion of separated biomass was then submitted to the 

Cornell Stable Isotope Laboratory for combustion analysis using a Thermo Delta V 

isotope ratio mass spectrometer (IRMS) interfaced to a NC2500 elemental analyzer.  

 

Calculations and data visualization 

All post-processing was conducted in R 3.6.0 (R Core Team, 2019) using the 

tidyverse package (Wickham et al., 2019), the RColorBrewer package (Neuwirth, 

2014), and the cowplot package (Wilke, 2020). CUE and SUE were both estimated by 

combining the isotopic data for CO2 and biomass as evaluated at stationary phase. 
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SUE was calculated as: 

-"# = 	 !:;<=	7>
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where 13CCO2 (mg) and 13CMBIO (mg) was determined for each replicate after subtraction 

of the average natural abundance 13C in both pools using atom percent 13C values from 

unlabeled treatments. CUE was calculated similarly but using the total values of C.  
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Results 

 

Growth on minimal defined media 

The chosen microbial isolates, which ranged in growth rate in minimal defined 

media, exhibited a normalized specific growth rate (µ) of 0.04-0.32 hr-1 (Table 2.1, 

Fig. B.1). The bacterial isolates (R. pickettii, P. solitsugae) grew faster and exhibited 

much shorter lag times than the fungal isolate (P. spinulosum) (Table 2.1, Fig. B.1). 

Despite having a longer lag phase than P. solitsugae, the fastest growing isolate, R. 

pickettii, produced the most biomass in the shortest time (Table 2.1). Accordingly, the 

biomass data collected from labeled growth trials show that R. pickettii produced more 

cellular biomass (in mg) per OD unit (higher k) than P. solitsugae. While R. pickettii 

and P. spinulosum had similar cellular carbon contents, P. solitsugae had substantially 

less carbon per cellular dry mass (Table 2.1). 
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Table 2.1. Observations and modeled growth curve fit parameters using biomass data. 

 
 Observations Gompertz Fit Normalized Fit*  
 k (mg/L/OD) %C A (mg/L) µ (hr-1) l (hr) µ (hr-1) 

R. pickettii 674.23 43.4 76.05 21.28 12.55 0.32 
P. solitsugae 387.32 28.9 49.80 6.44 11.75 0.29 

P. spinulosum - 43.9 46.36 1.63 42.35 0.04 
*Normalized approach (Hall et al., 2013) 
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LMWOS utilization and compound depletion rates 

Throughout their growth, all three microbial isolates depleted nearly all 

LMWOS by at least 50% from initial extracellular media concentrations (Fig. 2.1, Fig. 

B.3-B.5). The transposition of modeled substrate uptake inflection points of (t50) and 

usage time windows onto the growth curve of the isolate allowed comparisons of 

substrate usage patterns and usage overlap (Fig. 2.1). Using a k-means approach, three 

distinct uptake clusters (Cluster A, B, C) were identified for each isolate (Fig. 

2.1A,C,E). The uptake of LMWOS occurred continuously whereby t50 values for 

substrates were distributed throughout the growth curve (Fig. 2.1B,D,F). Between the 

isolates, we observed the clearest temporal separation of clusters during substrate 

uptake by P. solitsugae (Fig. 2.1C), partially due to the presence of t50 values early 

during the growth curve which were assigned to Cluster A (Fig. 2.1D). During the 

growth of P. solitsugae, a large proportion of each Cluster A substrate was depleted 

from the media (~75%, 12 h) before significant depletion of any Cluster B and C 

substrates (Fig. 2.1D). Clustering of substrate uptake for R. pickettii (Fig. 2.1A) and P. 

spinulosum (Fig. 2.1E) produced uptake groups with less temporal distinction and t50 

values more closely centered around the midpoint of total carbon depletion than 

observed for P. solitsugae (Fig. 2.1D,E, Fig. B.2). Greater than 70% of organic acid 

substrates were present in the earliest cluster for both bacterial isolates (Fig. 2.1B,D, 

Fig. 2.2A,B). Few compounds had significant early uptake for the fungus, P. 

spinulosum, with cluster A comprised of cysteine, gluconate, and the much slower 

uptake of glycine (Fig. 2.1F).  
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Figure 2.1. Depletion dynamics for observed LMWOS  

. Depletion dynamics (A, C, E) and usage window plots (B, D, F) are shown for uptake clusters 

identified using a k-means approach for each isolate. Lines (A,C,E) are individual substrate uptake 

patterns normalized to initial concentration (mean, n = 3) with the thickest line showing the mean of the 

cluster. All points in usage window plots (B,D,F) are the mean modeled midpoints of depletion (t50) 

plotted over the growth curve of the isolate (black line). The mean midpoint of overall carbon depletion 

is shown with a black circle. Horizontal bars around each t50 show the usage window (90% - 10% of 

initial concentration). All substrates are colored by cluster and listed in the legend in order of increasing 

t50.  
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Figure 2.2. Inflection points of substrate depletion (t50, Normalized) in terms of 
oxidation state (NOSC)  

Normalized t50 values are the mean of three biological replicates with error bars representing standard 

error. Plots are paneled according to microbial isolate source (A, B, C). Shapes illustrate cluster 

affiliation and colors represent compound class (amino acid or organic acid).  

 

In contrast to the bacterial isolates, P. spinulosum assimilated all organic acids except 

for gluconate in the last cluster, Cluster C (Fig. 2.1F, Fig. 2.2C). Clusters A and B 

were depleted completely for both bacterial isolates (Fig. 2.1A,C), while only Cluster 

B was depleted completely for P. spinulosum (Fig. 2.1E).  

 We did not observe compelling evidence of a correlation between substrate 

NOSC and substrate t50 for any isolate (Fig. 2.2). The strongest potential trends were 

observed for R. pickettii and P. solitsugae (Fig. 2.2A,B), where the overall linear 

relationship between NOSC and the mean midpoint of substrate depletion (normalized 

t50) could be explained by the equations (normalized t50 = 0.664 – 0.045 NOSC, adj R2 

= 0.101, p = 0.05) and (normalized t50 = 0.572 – 0.127 NOSC, adj R2 = 0.146, p = 

0.019), respectively. These potential trends appear to be driven by the earlier average 

uptake of organic acids as compared to amino acids by both isolates (Fig. 2.2B,C, t-
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test results are p = 0.037, p < 0.001, respectively). No significant potential relationship 

was observed for LMWOS uptake for P. spinulosum (Fig. 2.2C, p = 0.974), mostly 

due to the later uptake of three organic acids (malate, fumarate, a-ketoglutarate), 

though there was a trend for the earlier uptake of more oxidized amino acids 

(normalized t50 = 0.489 – 0.040 NOSC, adj R2 = 0.232, p = 0.014). While some of the 

linear regressions fit to assess the hypothesis have a significant p-value (< 0.05), all 

have a low adjusted R2 (< 0.25) indicating high variability and a small slope (< 0.13 

NOSC) indicating a relatively minor effect of NOSC unit on the midpoint of substrate 

depletion.  

 

Figure 2.3. Substrate depletion rates as a function of normalized substrate t50  

Biomass-normalized maximum depletion rate (A-C) is shown as a function of the inflection 

point of depletion (t50) normalized to stationary phase sampling time. Values are the mean of 

three biological replicates with error bars representing standard error. Shapes illustrate cluster 

affiliation and colors represent compound class (amino acid or organic acid). The vertical 

dashed line depicts the normalized t50 of overall carbon depletion from the media. Several 

points were removed for visualization purposes due to high variance between biological 

replicates (P. solitsugae – ile, P. spinulosum – cyst & succ).  

Maximum substrate depletion rates decayed exponentially during population 
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growth when displayed as a biomass normalized rate (Fig. 2.3A-C, Tables B.2-B.4). 

Biomass-normalized substrate depletion rates were generally below 6.10 µmol/hr/mg 

CDW for the two bacterial isolates (Fig. 2.3D-E, Table B.2-B.3). Fungal biomass-

normalized substrate depletion rates were predominantly below 0.15 µmol/hr/mg 

CDW (Fig. 2.3F, Table B.4). Though organic acids trended towards higher biomass-

normalized depletion rates for the two bacterial species (Fig. 2.3D-E, no significant 

differences between depletion rate by compound classes were observed for any isolate.  

 

Substrate respiration dynamics, growth efficiency and substrate use efficiency 

Labeled growth trials were used to track 5 specific substrates (glucose, acetate, 

formate, glycine, valine) ranging in NOSC (-0.8 – 2) in the defined media (Fig. 2.4). 

All labeled substrates were respired to various degrees. Observations allowed modeled 

fits of respired 13CO2 in all cases except for R. pickettii’s respiration of 13C-formate 

(Fig. 2.4A, Table B.5). Though insufficient data from early portions of the growth 

curve prevented fitting, it is clear that the t50 of 13C-formate respiration is less than 11.5 

hours (Fig. 2.4A). In terms of initial media concentrations, respired substrate C 

straddled cumulative respiration amounts for all isolates (Fig. 2.4A-C). The organic 

acids, formate and acetate, were respired faster (Fig. 2.4A-B) and earlier than the 

overall trajectory of all carbon substrates for the two bacterial isolates (lower t50, Fig. 

2.4D,E). Formate, acetate, and glucose were respired earlier than the overall average 

for P. spinulosum, though nearly double the percentage of formate C was respired in 

comparison to glucose and acetate (Fig. 2.4C). The respiration curve for glucose was 

steeper for the two bacterial isolates and closer to the overall inflection point of the 
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growth curve (Fig. 2.4A-B). The two amino acids, glycine and valine, had respiratory 

curves that were later than overall CO2 production for all isolates (Fig. 2.4A-C). This 

was most pronounced for valine for the two bacterial isolates, where valine was not 

respired until the beginning of stationary phase (Fig. 2.4A-B). Respiration of glycine 

and valine much more closely followed overall respiration for P. spinulosum (Fig. 

2.4C).        

 Estimates of SUE produced values ranging from 0.16-0.99. The highest and 

lowest efficiencies and therefore largest divergence in SUEs was found during the 

growth of P. solitsugae (Fig. 2.4E,H). For the two bacterial isolates, substrates that 

appeared in respired CO2 earlier (lower t50) than the other substrates were used less 

efficiently (p = 0.025, p = 0.032) (Fig. 2.4D,E). No trend between substrate respiration 

kinetics and SUE was apparent for P. spinulosum (Fig. 2.4F). The SUE values for R. 

pickettii and P. spinulosum were similar and straddled over the CUE value, which was 

0.84 and 0.76, respectively (Fig. 2.4G, I). These two isolates had a higher CUE than P. 

solitsugae which was estimated at 0.543 (Fig. 2.4H). Formate had a significantly 

lower SUE for all isolates, never exceeding 0.31. No significant trends (p < 0.1) 

between the NOSC and SUE were found for any isolate (Fig. 2.4G-I).   
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Figure 2.4. Respiration dynamics of 13C-labeled substrates and estimates of 
substrate use efficiency (SUE)  

Graphs are grouped vertically for the three microbial isolates and arranged in order of 

decreasing specific growth rate (R. pickettii > P. solitsugae > P. spinulosum). Panels display 

respiration as a function of time in the first row of panels (A-C), SUE as a function of the 

midpoint of respiration, t50, (D-F), and SUE as a function of substrate oxidation state (G-I). 

The dashed vertical line in plots A-F indicates stationary phase of the overall growth curve 

and the sample point for determination of 13C present in microbial biomass. The dashed 

horizontal line in plots G-I indicates the cumulative carbon use efficiency of all carbon 

sources. See Fig. B.6 for full panel A.  
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Discussion 

 

This study aimed to characterize the substrate utilization profiles, uptake rates, 

and metabolic partitioning of carbon (CUE, SUE) of three soil microbial isolates with 

different growth rates. Using equimolar LMWOS concentrations and a diversity of 

substrates reflecting those present at the field site of isolation (Cyle et al., 2020), we 

aimed to investigate the role of substrate energy content (NOSC) without confounding 

concentration differences. Stationary phase was chosen as the point of assessment for 

population-level carbon use efficiency (CUEp), though these values are growth phase 

dependent (Geyer et al., 2016). This was done to minimize the influence of secondary 

metabolite turnover on labeled respiration measurements. While LMWOS are in 

constant re-supply in soil solution, especially in the rhizosphere, these experiments 

mimic frequent, resource pulse event that induce microbial growth.  

 

Growth rate and CUE 

Specific bacterial phyla, such as Betaproteobacteria and Bacteroidetes, are 

known to rapidly grow in response to resource-pulses and correlate to C-amendment 

levels in soil (Fierer et al., 2007). Though the fungal community often represents a 

larger proportion of total microbial biomass (Waring et al., 2013), fungal:bacterial 

ratios derived from growth-based measurements made in C-units show bacterial 

dominance (F:B ranging from 0.02-0.44) in surface soils across a large gradient of 

ecosystem types (Soares and Rousk, 2019). Rapid incorporation of labeled substrate 

pulses into the phospholipids of Gram-negative, Betaproteobacteria also support the 
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view that r-strategist portions of the community are competitive LMWOS 

incorporators (Gunina et al., 2014). Our growth data aligns with this paradigm, 

illustrating the faster growth (Table 2.1) and higher substrate depletion rates (Fig. 2.3) 

by the two Betaproteobacteria as compared to the ascomycete. Our growth rates in 

defined media were within the range of reported specific growth rates from intact soils 

(Blagodatskaya et al., 2009; Blagodatskaya et al., 2010; Loeppmann et al., 2016). P. 

solitsugae grew faster in this defined media than in soil extract from the field site of 

origin (0.29 vs 0.17 hr-1) (Cyle et al., 2020), indicating that estimated growth rates for 

these isolates are likely to be lower in intact soils. Lowered rates in soil are potentially 

due to induced stress from other compounds present (e.g., antibiotics) or reduced 

bioavailability of LMWOS. Evaluations of fungal-to-bacterial dominance in long-term 

experiments (Rousk and Frey, 2015) and laboratory assessments (Soares and Rousk, 

2019) have shown increased fungal response to high quality plant litter inputs, 

complicating these broad delineations. It is possible that fungal species, such as P. 

spinulosum, may have competitive advantages in a complex soil environment beyond 

growth rate, including the ability to explore more soil pore volume for available 

substrates.  

 Overall, our estimates of cumulative CUE were higher than expected (Fig. 

2.4G-I) and did not align with theories of higher CUE from slower growing fungal 

phylogenies (Lipson, 2015; Roller et al., 2016). These estimates (0.54-0.84), 

calculated using biomass and CO2 datasets on individual populations, are higher than 

the average estimate from soil microbial communities of  ~0.55 (Manzoni et al., 2012) 

and much higher than CUE measurements taken at larger temporal or spatial scales, 
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which range from ~0.2-0.5 (Spohn et al., 2016; Sinsabaugh et al., 2017). Though 

higher values are expected for measurements at the population-level (CUEp) (Geyer et 

al., 2016), our observations approach the theoretical maximum efficiency (0.88) of 

reduced compounds (Linton and Stephenson, 1978; Gommers et al., 1988). Lower 

CUEs in soil result from increased biomass maintenance costs, nutrient limitation, and 

resource limitation (Manzoni et al., 2012; Sinsabaugh et al., 2013; Malik et al., 2019), 

though certain discrepancies may be a result of methodological considerations (Geyer 

et al., 2019). The defined media used in this experiment was not nutrient limited and 

all carbon substrates are in monomer form, likely providing favorable conditions for 

organisms to grow at their maximum efficiency with respect to their genetic 

constraints. The positive correlation between growth rate and CUE has been shown to 

be complex and sometimes inconsistent (Lipson, 2015),  therefore it was not 

surprising that we did not observe any correlation between growth rate and CUE under 

these growth conditions. Furthermore, as described in a revised trait-based theory of 

microbial life history (Y-A-S), high growth rate may result from any ecological 

strategy paired with the right context and does not necessarily entail a tradeoff with 

yield (Malik et al., 2020) 

 

LMWOS utilization profiles 

 Microbial substrate utilization preferences are thought to arise from the 

competitive advantage substrates offer to whichever ecological strategy is employed 

by the organism. Termed carbon catabolite repression, most microbes sequentially 

move through LMWOS that offer higher potential growth rates or yields (Görke and 
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Stülke, 2008; Kremling et al., 2015). Heterotrophic microorganisms have been known 

to deviate from sequential, diauxic growth when diverse substrates are present at low 

concentrations (Kovárová-Kovar and Egli, 1998) and exometabolomics has stressed 

substrate co-utilization as the norm (Erbilgin et al., 2017; Perrin et al., 2020). Here, 

our data also provide evidence for diauxie and co-utilization in our substrate uptake 

dynamics for all isolates, demonstrated by clustered substrate uptake patterns with 

overlapping usage windows (Fig. 2.1).  

The growth of the bacterial isolate, P. solitsugae, makes the strongest case for 

clustered substrate co-utilization, with broader substrate usage across the growth curve 

and more distinct cluster dynamics (Fig. 2.1C, D). The other two isolates, R. pickettii 

and P. spinulosum, had more tightly grouped substrate clusters centered around the 

midpoint of total carbon depletion from the media (Fig. 2.1A-B,E-F, Fig. 2.3D,F). 

Higher resolution sampling along the growth curve may be needed to observe lags in 

growth which would be indicative of changes in membrane transport system 

regulation as the population switched to a new cluster of substrates, such as in the case 

of P. solitsugae. Thus far we have been considering growth of these microbial 

populations assuming a relatively homogeneous metabolism within the population at 

any point in time, but that may not be the case. It is perhaps likely that there could be 

anabolic heterogeneity within the population, as has been shown from single cell 

observations (Calabrese et al.), and this fluctuating heterogeneity could explain some 

of our divergence in substrate uptake between isolates. Regardless of the mechanism 

leading to both diauxic and co-utilization patterns during substrate uptake, prior work 

with a marine heterotroph, Pseudoalteromonas haloplanktis, as well as two common 
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soil pseudomonads indicate that potential substrate-specific growth rate may still 

dictate substrate preference (Erbilgin et al., 2017; Perrin et al., 2020).    

 The ordering of LMWOS utilization arises from the interplay between the 

expression of membrane transporter systems, system affinity, and the metabolic 

processing rates of the substrate inside the cell (Hill et al., 2008). We observed 

substantial uptake of organic acids predominantly in the initial cluster (Cluster A) for 

both bacteria, but not for the fungal isolate (Fig. 2.2). Our observations align with 

prior observations of the earlier uptake of organic acids solution as compared to sugars 

and amino acids from soil solution by intact soil communities (Glanville et al., 2012; 

Gunina et al., 2017) and may indicate this phenomenon is driven by fast-responding, 

bacterial populations similar to the two Betaproteobacteria examined in this study. 

Earlier organic acid uptake may therefore result from the need for reducing 

equivalents from the metabolism of citric acid cycle intermediates when initiating 

growth, though not all organic acids (e.g., gluconate, formate, pyruvate) feed into the 

TCA cycle directly. LMWOS substrate uptake ordering may also be dictated by 

transporter system expression more than the affinity of the different transporter 

systems . Our uptake rates (Fig. 2.3A-B) were comparable with the lowest rates 

measured for other soil bacterial species (Erbilgin et al., 2017) and 2-3 orders of 

magnitude below modeled maximum substrate uptake rates (<74.9 µM substrate (mg 

C biomass)-1 hr-1 vs. 33,000 µM substrate (mg C biomass)-1 hr-1) (Tang and Riley, 

2019). Fungal uptake rates were substantially lower than bacterial uptake rates (Fig. 

2.3C), potentially due to either lower transporter affinities or lower expression, or 

both.   
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NOSC as a predictor of substrate preferences and use efficiencies 

Substrate oxidation state, NOSC, stands to directly impact preferences and 

SUE via thermodynamic constrains on internal metabolism or energetic payoffs 

(Gommers et al., 1988). Thermodynamic regulation of metabolic rates is typically 

only considered when terminal electron acceptors, such as O2, are limiting, but there is 

growing support this phenomenon would also occur in carbon-limited oxic 

environments (Garayburu-Caruso et al., 2020). This regulation arises from the higher 

energy requirement (DG°Cox) of the oxidation half reaction as the substrate becomes 

more reduced (lower NOSC). The defined media used here can be inferred to be C-

limited due to excess NH4
+ supplied and since the C:N ratio of most amino acid 

LMWOS was lower than the ratio for biomass production demands. 

Support for thermodynamic limitations from our substrate uptake observations 

are tenuous. We observed a negative correlation between NOSC and normalized 

substrate t50, indicating an earlier and more rapid uptake of oxidized (NOSC ≥ 0) 

organic acids, but only for the two bacterial species (Fig. 2.2A-B). The early 

utilization of oxidized substrates by bacterial species was further corroborated in the 

labeled experiments, where we observed the appearance of 13CO2 from LMWOSs with 

a higher NOSC (e.g., formate and acetate) before other labeled substrates with lower 

NOSC (Fig. 2.4D, E). While there can be a decoupling of substrate uptake and 

metabolic use in certain situations, this is a good indicator of uptake. In instances 

where extracellular and respiration data were both present, t50 values were similar or 

respiration data was slightly delayed. For the fungal species, there was no clear trend 

between NOSC and the midpoint of substrate depletion (t50) for the fungus from 
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unlabeled (Fig. 2.2C) or labeled experiments (Fig. 2.4F). It is unclear why there was 

not early uptake of more oxidized, organic acids by P. spinulosum, but this may reflect 

a metabolic strategy prioritizing uptake of sugars (glucose, galactose, xylose). The 

potential trends we observed from unlabeled and labeled experiments for the two 

bacteria (Fig. 2.2A-B, Fig. 2.4D-E) provide some population-level support for whole 

community observations of faster uptake and mineralization of oxidized carboxylic 

acids (succinic acid, malic acid, formic acid) (Gunina et al., 2017). 

There were no significant trends supporting thermodynamic limitations on 

SUE (i.e., negative correlation between NOSC and SUE) (Fig. 2.4G-I). For all 

isolates, formate had the lowest SUE (< 0.31), which is comparable to low 

anabolism/catabolism estimates in soil (Gunina et al., 2017). This may be a result of 

the limited metabolic entry points for formate-derived carbon, which is most likely 

being assimilated via anaplerotic reactions after abiotic conversion to CO2 (Braun et 

al., 2021). SUE estimates of the two amino acids (glycine and valine) were higher than  

than expected for the bacterial species under a hypothesized NOSC-SUE relationship 

(Fig. 2.4G-H) but similar in magnitude to previous observations (Vinolas et al., 2001). 

These high SUE values could be due to the demand for direct incorporation into 

proteins during rapid growth (Geisseler et al., 2010; Knowles et al., 2010). For the 

bacterial isolates, the disconnect between the overall relationship between substrate 

respiration dynamics and SUE (Fig. 2.4D,E) and the lack of a significant relationship 

between NOSC and SUE (Fig. 2.4G,H) may reflect a stronger control by metabolic 

entry points of the chosen LMWOS traced (Vinolas et al., 2001; Knowles et al., 2010; 

Gunina et al., 2014) 
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The lack of consensus across all three isolates implies NOSC is not a reliable 

parameter for predicting substrate utilization patterns or SUE. While bacterial 

observations did align with data from other stable isotope tracer experiments in soils 

(Gunina et al., 2017), our population-level trends were not strong (adj R2 < 0.12) and 

not shared by the fungal isolate. It remains unknown if the earlier use of oxidized 

organic acids by these bacteria, whether a result of available transporter or metabolic 

regulation or transporter affinity, would be manifested at variable substrate 

concentrations typical in soil solution (Cyle et al., 2020). Previous attempts to tie the 

processing of LMWOS in soil to inherent chemical properties, such as C:N or 

molecular weight, have provided inconclusive results (Roberts et al., 2009). Similarly, 

our results highlight the need to understand the role of cellular biochemical pathways 

and their regulations towards a comprehensive understanding of the metabolic controls 

underlying substrate use patterns (Knowles et al., 2010). 

 

 

Conclusion 

 

Tracking the transformation of the rapidly processing pool of LMWOSs into 

pools with longer turnover times requires knowledge of the principles governing 

microbial uptake and metabolic transformation. Many current conceptual frameworks 

for understanding these processes revolve around tradeoffs between microbial growth 

rate and carbon use efficiency and the energy content of the LMWOS. Clustered 

substrate utilization was observed for all three microbial isolates cultured, indicating 
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metabolic co-utilization of LMWOSs during growth. We only found potential trends 

(p < 0.05) supporting the preferential uptake of LMWOSs with higher nominal 

oxidation state for the two, gram-negative Betaproteobacteria (Fig. 2.2A-B) though 

variability was high and the overall effect of NOSC was small. We found no support 

for relationships between substrate NOSC and substrate use efficiency (Fig. 2.3G-I), 

highlighting the need to better understand internal metabolic routing of LMWOS-

carbon during growth. Our work suggests community-level observations supporting 

this relationship may reflect the primary involvement of rapidly responding bacterial 

populations and that extrapolation of these results to other aerobic contexts is not 

justified. Our ecophysiological approach, utilizing diverse LMWOSs at realistic soil 

solution concentrations, presents a platform to test foundational relationships between 

LMWOS identity and metabolic use across a range of microbial phylogenetic diversity 

and environmental contexts.  
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CHAPTER 3: THE FORMATION OF MINERAL-ASSOCIATED ORGANIC 

MATTER FROM MICROBIAL NECROMASS: AN ASSESSMENT OF THE 

IMPACT OF MICROBIAL SOURCE, INITIAL SUBSTRATE IDENTITY, 

AND SUBSEQUENT STABILITY 
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Abstract 

 

Microbial necromass is comprised of a multitude of individual biomolecules 

that can interact with surfaces during the formation of mineral-associated organic 

matter (MAOM) in soils. In this study, we probed the mineral surface affinity (Kd, app) 

of necromass carbon and nitrogen with a model goethite surface at pH 4.5. We used 

necromass from microorganisms of distinct phylogenetic sources and specifically 

traced carbon (13C) and nitrogen (15N) derived from a range of original organic 

substrates in solution. We further probed the functionalities involved and the kinetics 

of MAOM formation as well as the stability of those associations against changing 

solution ionic strength and the introduction of a competing ligand, oxalate. We found 

microbial and substrate types led to differences in mineral surface affinity of derived 

necromass C and N, highlighting the impact of cellular composition and metabolic 

routing in the MAOM formation process. Bacterial necromass contained higher 

relative amounts of protein-like residues than fungal necromass, which showed a 

predominance of glycosylated components likely from cell wall material. We observed 

a higher relative contribution of phosphate-related groups from bacterial necromass, 

with evidence of monodentate, innersphere complexation of the mineral by nucleic 

acid residues. Surface associated fungal necromass lacked substantial phosphodiester 

and protein-related peaks, indicating MAOM formation occurred predominantly 

involving sugar-like residues. Altering solution conditions resulted in higher relative 

loss of amide adsorption bands as compared to phosphate-related bands, with the 

greatest losses due to increased ionic strength. MAOM formed from phosphate-related 
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functional groups from bacterial necromass exhibited modeled equilibrium values (Ae) 

that were the least altered across all solution conditions.  

 

 

Introduction 

 

 Through continuous cycles of growth and death, microorganisms produce 

copious amounts of dead organic material in environmental systems. This necromass 

is composed of the variations of the same basic biomolecules that are present in all 

living microbial biomass (e.g., proteins, nucleotides, sugars, lipids). Microbial 

necromass production is viewed as a major driver in the formation of recalcitrant 

organic matter in ocean systems and mineral-protected organic matter in soils, referred 

to as the microbial carbon pump (Jiao et al., 2010; Liang and Balser, 2011; Liang et 

al., 2017). Estimates in soils indicate that necromass can account for more than half of 

all soil organic carbon (Simpson et al., 2007; Liang and Balser, 2011; Miltner et al., 

2012; Liang et al., 2019). Field work using stable isotope tracers has continually 

confirmed the stabilization of microbial necromass residues in soil (Kallenbach et al., 

2015; Wang et al., 2020) and indicates these processes operate in soils across different 

ecosystems (Ma et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2021). Mineral-associated organic matter 

(MAOM) is predominantly of microbial origin and protected from degradation for 

longer time horizons (> 100 years) due to constraints on desorption (von Lützow et al., 

2007; Angst et al., 2021).  

 The mechanisms of biomolecule-mineral interactions have been extensively 
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studied and attenuated total reflectance Fourier transformed infrared spectroscopy 

(ATR-FTIR) has been pivotal in understanding the functional groups, 

thermodynamics, and kinetics involved in the adsorption process (Parikh et al., 

2014a). The portion of this work focused on microbially derived biomolecules has 

mainly been carried out with living bacterial cells (Parikh and Chorover, 2006; Rong 

et al., 2010; Parikh et al., 2014b; Stenclova et al., 2019) as well as bacterial 

extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) (Omoike et al., 2004; Omoike and Chorover, 

2006; Cao et al., 2011; Fang et al., 2012; Fahs et al., 2014). Mineralogy dictates 

adhesion behavior and the functionalities involved due to differing net surface charges 

between aluminosilicate minerals (negative) and oxides (positive) and the negative 

charge on the exterior surfaces of bacterial and fungal cells (Hong and Brown, 2008; 

Free, 2013; Garcia-Rubio et al., 2020). Phosphodiester and terminal 

phosphate/phosphonate groups from nucleic acids, along with carboxyl and amide 

groups associated with proteins, have been shown to be the main functionalities 

involved in associations at the oxide surface (Omoike et al., 2004; Omoike and 

Chorover, 2006; Parikh and Chorover, 2006). In contrast, protein functionalities are 

predominantly involved at aluminosilicate surfaces (Hong et al., 2013). Extracellular 

polymeric substances, by overcoming electrostatic energy barriers (Hong et al., 2012), 

are utilized by bacterial cells to enhance cell adhesion to clay minerals (e.g., kaolinite, 

montmorillonite) (Hong et al., 2013). Mineralogy has also been shown to impact the 

mechanisms and pathway of necromass incorporation into MAOM in living systems 

(Creamer et al., 2019). While functionalities between differing bacterial cell 

compositions (Gram-negative vs. Gram-positive) exhibit similar interactions with 
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mineral surfaces (Jiang et al., 2004; Parikh and Chorover, 2006), less is known about 

interactions between fungal cells at the mineral interface. A better mechanistic 

understanding of MAOM formation from fungal necromass is needed, especially since 

it represents the majority of microbial necromass contributions to soil organic carbon 

across ecosystems (Liang et al., 2019). 

 Beyond the differences in functionalities involved in surface interactions, 

cellular composition will dictate the amount of individual biomolecule classes 

available for adsorption. The proportions of biomolecules in a cell vary across 

phylogenetic differences (Zimmerman et al., 2014), but generally both bacterial and 

fungal cells are dominated by proteins (35-60%), followed by nucleic acids, lipids, and 

sugars (Bremer and Dennis, 2008; Feijó Delgado et al., 2013). Fungal biomass clearly 

differs due to the presence of unique cell wall components, such as chitins and high 

molecular weight pigments (e.g., melanin), as well as higher proportional amounts of 

glycoproteins and glucans (Garcia-Rubio et al., 2020). The nucleic acid composition 

of a cell typically shows an order of magnitude higher RNA contribution in 

comparison to DNA (20% vs. 3% in Escherichia coli and 6-12% vs. 0.1-0.6% in 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae) (Feijó Delgado et al., 2013), with this RNA predominantly 

being ribosomal (rRNA) (Bremer and Dennis, 2008). Work with both bacterial and 

fungal isolates have shown the ratio of RNA to protein to be strongly correlated with 

growth rate, with higher growth rates resulting in more RNA, higher relative 

proportions of rRNA, and nearly constant or slightly increasing protein level 

(Schaechter et al., 1958; Boehlke and Friesen, 1975; Waldron and Lacroute, 1975; 

Bremer and Dennis, 2008). Shifts in relative RNA/protein across growth rates and 
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phylogenies can be substantial (Scott et al., 2010; Zimmerman et al., 2014) and may 

influence the net affinity of necromass residues for a mineral surface.     

During the production of biomass, and eventually necromass, soil 

microorganisms transform low molecular weight organic substances (LMWOS) found 

in soil solution. Through metabolic activity, these substrates are assimilated into new 

compounds or dissimilated into CO2 or other secreted metabolites. The efficiency of 

metabolism, often thought of in terms of carbon use efficiency (CUE), has been of 

great interest since it determines how much of that carbon or nitrogen remains in the 

soil matrix as microbial biomolecules to interact with mineral surfaces (Geyer et al., 

2016). Microbial CUE has been shown to have a genetic and ecophysiological basis, 

differing across bacterial genome sizes and metabolic strategies (Roller and Schmidt, 

2015; Roller et al., 2016; Saifuddin et al., 2019). Likewise, this value can reflect the 

quality of substrates available for growth, changing in relation to LMWOS energy 

content and substrate diversity (Gommers et al., 1988; Kovárová-Kovar and Egli, 

1998). There has been much less focus on the mineral surface affinity of produced 

necromass and how that varies across diversity of soil microorganisms.  

Beyond CUE, differences in the surface affinity of necromass may further 

impact the quantity of MAOM formed and could work synergistically or 

antagonistically against CUE. There are two different ways in which surface affinity 

might diverge from CUE or individual LMWOS use efficiency. In terms of overall 

carbon and nitrogen budgets, differences due to phylogeny or changes in the 

surrounding environment might alter biomolecule proportions or functional group 

composition (Fan et al., 2008; Ramstedt et al., 2014) sufficiently to alter surface 
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interactions (Shephard et al., 2010). For example, a microbial population with a high 

CUE may form a small amount of MAOM due to the low surface affinity of produced 

necromass. In terms of individual substrate pathways, simultaneous substrate 

utilization affords microbes the ability to route substrate carbon and nitrogen 

preferentially to different anabolic products (Kukurugya et al., 2019), which are 

known to range in surface affinity for various soil minerals (Sokol et al., 2019). In this 

context, substrates assimilated into biomolecules with higher surface affinities would 

be preferentially retained in MAOM   

While MAOM is often considered a stable fraction, there is a portion that has 

been shown to rapidly respond to changes in litter input chemistry (Cyle et al., 2016; 

Jilling et al., 2020) and be accessible to plant roots and the microbial community 

(Jilling et al., 2018). Even organic matter associated with oxide surfaces, where inner-

sphere bonds are more prevalent in the adsorption process, can be readily accessed by 

bacteria or their released metabolites (Swenson et al., 2015; Hong et al., 2016). 

Competitor ligands can disrupt MAOM, which may desorb bound compounds or 

induce mineral dissolution (Keiluweit et al., 2015; Li et al., 2021), or through direct 

surface competition via cell attachment (Hong et al., 2016). Microbial metabolism of 

MAOM is not a specialized trait, and appears to be widespread in the soil community 

(Apostel et al., 2018). Understanding the stability of mineral-associated necromass 

requires looking at the role of solution conditions (pH, salinity, competitor ligands) in 

destabilizing this source of carbon and associated nutrients.  

 In this study, we aim to assess the impact of microbial necromass source and 

initial low molecular weight organic substrate source on the resulting mineral surface 
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affinity of derived carbon and nitrogen. We aim to investigate the mechanisms and 

kinetics of microbial necromass sorption and the subsequent stability of formed 

MAOM to changing solution conditions. We have chosen three microbial sources of 

necromass and five low molecular weight organic substrates to track the fate of carbon 

and nitrogen during MAOM formation. Microbial sources have been chosen that 

potentially differ in biomolecule composition, including two bacteria (Ralstonia 

pickettii-Gram-negative, Paraburkholderia-Gram-negative) and an ascomycete 

(Penicillium spinulosum). Substrates were chosen to span compound class and 

supplied in a realistic, mixed substrate media. For a representative mineral phase, we 

have chosen to use a common iron oxyhydroxide in soil, goethite – α-FeOOH. We 

utilized batch sorption experiments, stable isotope labelling (13C, 15N), and apparent 

adsorption coefficients (Kd, app) to assess the impact of microbial and initial substrate 

source on the mineral surface affinity of derived carbon and nitrogen. Parallel, ATR-

FTIR experiments were then used to monitor the adsorption of necromass functional 

groups with time in a realistic background ionic strength and then under altered 

solution conditions to attempt to destabilize the newly formed MAOM. We first 

removed necromass components and returned the solution to a background salt 

solution, followed by increasing solution ionic strength, and then by introducing a 

common root exudate, oxalate, as a competing ligand. We hypothesized: (1) higher 

surface affinities would be observed for bacterial-derived necromass as compared to 

fungal-derived necromass due to higher nucleic acid and protein content, (2) amino 

acid-derived carbon and nitrogen would have higher surface affinities than other 

substrates due to preferential assimilation into proteinaceous biomolecules, and (3) 
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phosphate-containing functional groups would show the least desorption during ionic 

strength change or introduction of oxalate.  

 

 

Materials and Methods 

 

Goethite preparation  

Goethite was synthesized following the method of Schwertmann and Cornell 

(Schwertmann and Cornell, 2008). Synthesis resulted in needle-shaped particles 

ranging from one to a few micrometers in length (Schmidt and Martínez, 2017). 

Material purity was checked using FTIR spectroscopy (Fig. C.1). 

 

Necromass preparation  

Microbial biomass was created following the protocol described in Chapter 2 

and then further treated to make necromass. All microbes were originally isolated 

from a forest soil and include two Gram-negative bacteria as well as a fungus. Briefly, 

microbial isolates were grown in 300 mL cultures under aerobic conditions in a 500 

mL Erlenmeyer flask with a silicon sponge closure to allow gas exchange. Culture 

media contained 34 carbon substrates at 25 µM each and excess nitrogen and 

phosphorus in the forms of NH4
+ and PO4

-. To track carbon and nitrogen from 

individual sources, we used treatments that contained a single, uniformly labeled (> 

98% 13C, 99% 15N, Cambridge Isotope Laboratories, Inc.) substrate within the mixture. 

Treatments consisted of a sugar (glucose), an organic acid (acetate or formate), and an 
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amino acid (glycine or valine). Isolates were grown on an orbital shaker at 150 RPM 

until they reached stationary phase. Growth was monitored using optical density at 

595 nm (OD595) for the two bacterial isolates (Ralstonia pickettii and 

Paraburkholderia solitsugae). Fungal growth (Penicillium spinulosum) was monitored 

via destructive sampling of extra replicates and filtration through 0.2 µm 

polyethersulfone (PES) filters. Cell harvesting for the two bacterial isolates consisted 

of centrifugation of the culture at 10,000 x g for 10 minutes. Fungal biomass 

harvesting was conducted using filtration (0.2 µm PES). Collected biomass was rinsed 

in carbon-free salt solution, lyophilized, homogenized with a spatula, and then 

autoclaved and re-suspended in sterile, 10 mM KCl. Final solutions were pH adjusted 

to 4.5 using sterile 0.1 N HCl and KOH and sonication was used to ensure dispersion. 

Necromass was concentrated 25-fold from culture conditions at stationary phase for all 

batch sorption experiments and 6 or 12-fold for ATR-FTIR experiments (Table C.1). 

Concentrations were altered to increase surface loading and boost signal as needed in 

ATR-FTIR experiments. All ATR-FTIR sorption experiments were conducted with 

unlabeled necromass. 

 

Batch sorption experiments  

For batch sorption experiments, 1 mL of labeled necromass (25x) was added to 

1.5 mL tubes containing ~50 mg of synthesized goethite. All tubes were vortexed, 

shaken end-to-end for 24 hours, and then centrifuged at 18,000 g for 15 minutes. All 

supernatant was removed, and the pellet was then resuspended in 1 mL of 0.01 M 

KCl. A volume of 0.75 mL was removed for filtration on pre-dried 0.7 µm hydrophilic 
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glass fiber filters (Whatman, APFF 02500). Filters were then washed with 10 mL of 

background KCl solution and dried at 55ºC overnight. Filters were submitted to the 

Cornell Stable Isotope Laboratory for combustion analysis using a Thermo Delta V 

isotope ratio mass spectrometer (IRMS) interfaced to a NC2500 elemental analyzer. 

Results were analyzed in R 3.6.0 (R Core Team, 2019) with the aid of the tidyverse 

package (Wickham et al., 2019). Initial necromass bulk C and N as well as isotope 

values were determined from previous metabolomics experiments (Table 2.1, Table 

B.5). All values have been blank subtracted using 5 filters rinsed with 10 mL of 

background KCl solution. Isotopic values are depicted as enriched values in relation to 

an unlabeled control. A sorption partition coefficient (Kd, app) has been calculated for 

both bulk carbon and nitrogen values as well as 13C,15N originally derived from labeled 

substrates of interest. For bulk carbon and nitrogen, Kd, app has been calculated as 

!,# − %!,			$%%	((/*) = 	
(-*	!, #	./01234/	/	*	*145ℎ754)

879.:	-*	!, #/	( 			 

and represents an average of many underlying Kd values for individual biomolecules. 

Values of supernatant carbon or nitrogen (final mg C,N/L) were calculated by using 

blank-subtracted, adsorbed values and initial necromass values (initial mg C,N – mg 

C,N adsorbed / 0.001 L). For isotope label values, Kd, app represents an affinity 

parameter for that substrate-derived carbon or nitrogen that has been transformed by 

metabolism and potentially resides in one or multiple classes of biomolecules. 	

!	&' , #	&( − %!,			$%%	((/*) = 	
(-*	4927;ℎ4/	 !	&' , #	&( 	./01234/	/	*	*145ℎ754)

879.:	-*	 !	&' , #	&( /	( 			 

Values of supernatant label remaining (final mg 13C,15N/L) were calculated by 

difference using adsorbed values after subtraction of blanks (filter only) and after 
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removal of naturally abundant 13C,15N found in the unlabeled control treatment (initial 

enriched mg 13C,15N – mg enriched 13C,15N adsorbed / 0.001 L). While the specific 

transformations of substrate-derived carbon and nitrogen from individual substrate 

sources are not known, this partitioning coefficient using a stable isotope label 

provides an average surface affinity of that altered carbon and nitrogen. Figures and 

statistical comparisons have been prepared using RColorBrewer package (Neuwirth, 

2014), the cowplot package (Wilke, 2020), and the ggpubr package (Kassambara, 

2020).  

 

In situ ATR-FTIR experiments  

Goethite thin films were prepared as described previously (Beattie et al., 2008; 

Schmidt and Martínez, 2017). Briefly, a suspension of 1.5 g/L goethite was made 

using 10 mM KCl adjusted to a pH of 4.5 using 2 N HCl. The goethite suspension was 

sonicated for 15 minutes and then two, 5 µL additions of 0.1 N HCl were added 

followed by 15 min of sonication after each addition. The suspension was then 

allowed to stand for 40 minutes undisturbed in a 15 mL Falcon tube. The FTIR spectra 

were collected on a Vertex 70 spectrometer (Bruker Corp., Billerica, MA) equipped 

with a DLaTGS detector using a single reflection Pike GladiATR accessory (Pike 

Technologies, Madison, WI) with a diamond internal reflection element (IRE). A 5 µL 

sample taken from the upper 2 mL of the suspension was drop-cast onto the IRE and 

dried under Ar flow. This resulted in a thin, opaque, film of goethite coating the IRE 

surface. Background solution (10 mM KCl at pH = 4.5) was then passed over the 

goethite film until the FITR spectrum was stable (~ 1 h). Microbial necromass was 
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then introduced as the influent solution after collection of a background spectrum. 

Spectra were collected roughly every 3.5 minutes from 4500 cm-1 to 150 cm-1 and 

averaged over 200 scans with a 4 cm-1 resolution. Necromass sorption was monitored 

until no changes to the spectra were visible and then several desorption steps were 

carried out sequentially. These included changing the solution to the initial 

background electrolyte solution (10 mM KCl) and then increasing the ionic strength 

(100 mM KCl), followed by the addition of a common organic ligand found in soil 

solution (Na2C2O4 at 500 µM in 100 mM KCl). Under these conditions, the ligand is 

primarily in the form of C2O4
2- (66%) with the remainder in a form containing a 

negative charge (HC2O4
1-, KC2O4

1-, NaC2O4
1-). All solutions were maintained at a pH 

of 4.5 by addition of 0.01 N HCl or 0.01 N KOH. A constant flow rate of 0.5 mL/min 

was used for all solution conditions using a peristaltic pump. Spectra received post-

processing within OPUS 7.2 (Bruker Corp., Billerica, MA) using smoothing (9–17-

point Savitzky-Golay) as needed. Data from these experiments represent 3-5 

replicates, though replication was variable across isolates and across solution 

conditions (Table S4). Data visualization was conducted in R 3.6.0 (R Core Team, 

2019) using the ChemoSpec package (Hanson, 2020).  

 

Adsorption-Desorption kinetics  

Since microbial necromass is a complex mixture of components, adsorption 

cannot be monitored using a single adsorption band. Instead, distinct integral regions 

were customized for each isolate’s spectra to best capture vibrational bands of interest 

(Table S5). Six regions were chosen to focus on: two regions predominantly related to 
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protein adsorption (amide I and amide II), two regions primarily related to 

phosphodiester vibrations, a region reflecting overlapping phosphodiester, and ether, 

alkene, and ring vibrations, and finally a region attributable to inner sphere P-OFe 

vibrations. Data were fitted with the Lagergren’s pseudo-first-order or a simple linear 

model to derive kinetic parameters for comparison across the sorption and desorption 

phases. The pseudo-first-order model can be described by the following modified form 

of the equation: 

<) = <*(1 − 4+,!))	 

where At is the integrated area under the curve (AUC) for an integral region at time = t 

(min), Ae is the AUC at equilibrium, and k1 is the rate constant (min-1). A linear model 

was used for the fungal integral regions since no plateauing towards equilibrium was 

observed. A modified version of the same equation was used to model desorption from 

the last point of the previous phase of the experiment: 

<) = (<- − 	<*)(4+,!)) + <4 

Since a clear equilibrium was not observed for all phases, equilibrium parameter 

values for desorption model fits (Ae) were constrained to 80% of the minimum value 

observed. All kinetic model fits were conducted using the nls.multstart package 

(Padfield and Matheson, 2018) in R 3.6.0 (R Core Team, 2019) and visualization was 

conducted using the tidyverse (Wickham et al., 2019), RColorbrewer (Neuwirth, 

2014), and cowplot (Wilke, 2020) packages. Kinetic comparisons are limited to 

comparisons of single adsorption bands across sorption-desorption phases since initial 

adsorbate concentration differences may drive adsorption kinetics (Schmidt and 

Martínez, 2016; Schmidt and Martínez, 2017).   
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Results and Discussion 

 
Influence of microbial source on mineral surface affinity 

Microbial necromass source had a significant impact on the amount of 

goethite-adsorbed carbon (C) and nitrogen (N), both on a mass basis and in terms of 

mineral surface affinity (Fig. 3.1). Batch sorption experiments resulted in mineral 

surface loading ranging from 0.32-2.82 mg C g-1 and 0.2-0.8 mg N g-1 in terms of 

goethite mass. More C and N from necromass of the Gram- 

 

Figure 3.1. Comparisons of adsorbed necromass carbon and nitrogen by 
microbial source  

Panels show adsorbed C and N in terms of goethite mass (mg/g, A-B) as well as in terms of mineral 

surface affinity (Kd, app  (L/g), C-D). 
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negative bacteria, Paraburkholderia solitsugae, adsorbed onto goethite than the other 

Gram-negative bacteria, Ralstonia pickettii, or the ascomycete, Penicillium 

spinulosum (Fig. 3.1A-B). On average, this represented 1.34 and 1.77-fold more C and 

1.6 and 2.2-fold more N for MAOM formed from P. solitsugae necromass than R. 

pickettii or P. spinulosum necromass (Fig. 3.1A-B). Estimated mineral surface affinity 

for necromass C from P. solitsugae (C-Kd, app) was 2.77-3.84 times higher than 

necromass C from other isolates (Fig. 3.1C). Estimated differences in C-Kd, app are 

larger than surface loading differences for C because P. solitsugae had lower 

stationary phase biomass and exhibited lower CUE during growth than the other 

isolates (Fig. 2.4, Table 2.1) and therefore had lower necromass C in solution initially 

(Table C.1). Overall, average necromass N-Kd, app was numerically higher than C- Kd, 

app for necromass from all isolates (Fig. 3.1C-D), but only significantly higher for 

necromass from P. spinulosum (t-test, p < 0.001). While adsorbed necromass from P. 

solitsugae was significantly more N-rich than the fungal isolate (Fig. C.2), adsorbed 

necromass from P. spinulosum showed the largest change in C/N of necromass during 

adsorption, a decrease in C/N of 34% as compared to no change or a 16% decrease for 

R. pickettii and P. solitsugae, respectively (Fig. C2, Table C.1). Our results, which 

found phylogenetic differences in mineral surface affinity, have implications that stand 

in contrast to results from field necromass additions, where phylogenetic source was 

observed to have little effect on the turnover rate (Throckmorton et al., 2012) or 

amount of carbon in MAOM in temperate and tropical soils (Throckmorton et al., 

2014). Previously, cellular composition has been shown to alter adsorption rates, 

especially as a function of N-content (Kopittke et al., 2018). It may be that field 
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additions of necromass are rapidly processed by the native soil community, obscuring 

initial differences before MAOM formation can occur.  

 

Influence of LMWOS source on mineral surface affinity 

The identity of the LMWOS source of necromass C and N impacted the 

affinity of substrate-derived microbial necromass for the goethite surface (Fig. 3.2, 

Table C.2, Table C.3). Our data indicated that relationships between substrate source 

and the surface partitioning coefficient, Kd, app, were more similar for the two bacteria 

than the fungus (Figure 3.2). Necromass C derived from formate had the lowest 

affinity for goethite (Fig. 3.2A-B) for both bacterial necromass sources. Interestingly, 

this was not the case for P. spinulosum (Fig. 3.2C). Bacterial necromass-C derived 

 

 

Figure 3.2. Surface partitioning coefficient (Kd, app) of enriched 13C and 15N by low 
molecular weight organic substrate of origin and microbial source  

Columns are arranged by microbial source. Panels show adsorbed mineral surface affinity of carbon 

(Kd, app (L/g), A-C) and nitrogen (Kd, app (L/g), D-F) derived from each low molecular weight organic 

substrate.  
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from glucose and acetate trended towards higher mineral surface affinity than that 

derived from the two amino acids (Fig. 3.2A-B), though this was only significant for 

necromass from R. pickettii (Fig. 3.2A). Glycine-derived necromass-N had ~3.2-fold 

higher Kd, app than than from valine for necromass from both R. pickettii and P. 

solitsugae (Fig. 3.2D-E). Differences in anabolic allocation are likely driving observed 

impacts of substrate identity on measured mineral surface affinities. This could be 

indicative of preferential metabolic routing of substrate C and N and/or differences in 

metabolism at the time of substrate uptake. Macromolecular allocation of substrate C 

and N is known to change with growth rate and therefore changes along the growth 

curve in batch culture, with faster growth rates resulting in a higher RNA/protein ratio 

(Feijó Delgado et al., 2013). Bacterial respiration of glucose and acetate-C was closely 

centered around the inflection point of the bacterial growth curves in previous 

metabolomic experiments, suggesting these substrates may have been assimilated by 

the fastest growing cells in the population (Fig. 2.4). The potential for faster growing 

cells to have a higher proportional cellular RNA content coupled with a subsequent 

high affinity of these nucleic acids for the goethite surface (Schmidt and Martínez, 

2017) may explain the increased surface affinity surface affinity (Kd, app) for glucose 

and acetate-derived C from bacterial necromass. Metabolic flux analysis could 

potentially inform anabolic allocation patterns by constraining the pathways in which 

substrate C and N is routed during growth (Wilkes et al., 2019).  

 

FTIR spectra of necromass  

Overall, necromass spectral assignments in the fingerprint region correspond to 
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other observations reported in the literature for intact (Parikh and Chorover, 2006) and 

lysed bacterial cells (Jiang et al., 2004), and for fungal biomass (Gupta et al., 2015; 

Oberle et al., 2015) (Fig. 3.3B-D, red lines, Fig. C3). Previous work has shown the 

universality of bacterial surface functionality (Jiang et al., 2004) and here we observed 

similar spectra from necromass of both bacteria, but clear differences in the fungal 

spectra.   

The protein and carboxyl region of the spectra (1750-1300 cm-1) was 

dominated by the amide I and amide II peaks (~1653 cm-1 and ~1542 cm-1) for the two 

bacterial species (Fig. 3.3B-C). Both peaks were present but at lower intensity for the 

fungus, P. spinulosum (Fig. 3.3D).  
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Figure 3.3. Example adsorption spectra with time and with necromass spectral 
comparisons  

Example ATR-FTIR spectra (P. solitsugae) illustrating time-series data of necromass sorption 

onto goethite (A). The right panel (B-D) shows comparison spectra of dried necromass from 

each isolate on the diamond IRE and on goethite at equilibrium.  
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These peaks are likely dominated by vC=O, vC-N, and dN-H vibrations from proteins 

due to the higher proportional content of protein in typical bacterial and fungal cells, 

but they may also arise from similar amide functional groups in peptidoglycan (Hong 

et al., 2018), chitin (Liao and Huang, 2020), or contributions from nucleobases in 

nucleic acids (Schmidt and Martínez, 2017). As seen previously with bacteria, amide I 

peak height was significantly higher than amide II for all necromass (Parikh and 

Chorover, 2006). This has been observed in experiments with intact cells (Rong et al., 

2010),  as well as extracted, extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) (Omoike and 

Chorover, 2006; Cao et al., 2011) and model protein studies (Schmidt and Martínez, 

2016), but may reflect structural configurations dependent on solution conditions, such 

as pH (Elzinga et al., 2012). A much larger peak at 1742 cm-1, attributable to C=O 

stretching [vas(COOH)], was present for the fungus but only as a less pronounced 

shoulder in necromass from the two bacteria. This higher intensity peak is potentially 

related to the size and number of different functionalities in the molecule to which the 

carboxyl groups are associated (Giotta et al., 2011) and might arise from chitins or 

glycosylphosphatidylinositol protein anchors associated with fungal cell walls (Free, 

2013) or lipopolysaccharides in the two bacteria (Kiwi and Nadtochenko, 2005). The 

presence of lipid-like components was confirmed by the higher energy peaks 

associated with vas(CH2) and vs(CH2) at ~2960-2854 cm-1 observed for all necromass 

sources (Fig. C3). Two distinct peaks corresponding to d(CH2) and vs(COO-) 

vibrations at ~1454 cm-1 and ~1390-1375 cm-1, respectively, were present for both 

bacteria (Fig. 3.3B,C). Peaks were less defined for fungal necromass and showed a 

higher proportion of vibrations in the vs(COO-) region (Fig. 3.3D).  
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In the polysaccharide and phosphate region (1300-950 cm-1), three main peaks 

were observed for bacterial necromass while four were observed for fungal necromass 

(Fig. 3.3B-D). A peak at ~1236-1228 cm-1 was present in all isolates, attributed to 

vas(PO2
-) vibrations and commonly thought to come from the phosphodiester backbone 

of nucleic acids in experiments with intact cells (Parikh and Chorover, 2006). Since 

this experiment uses necromass where membrane integrity has been compromised, it 

is likely there is a contribution from lipopolysaccharides as well, especially for the 

Gram-negative bacterial necromass (Parikh et al., 2014b). A broad peak at ~1068-

1064 cm-1 present in both bacterial necromass spectra is the culmination of various 

peaks related to ring vibrations of polysaccharides (v(C-O), v(C-O-C, C-C ~ 1094-

1078 cm-1) and terminal phosphate/phosphonate residues in nucleic acids (v(PO3
2-) ~ 

1078-1042 cm-1). The fungal necromass showed more structure in the region with 

distinct peaks 1077 cm-1 and 1027 cm-1, which are also attributable to the stretching 

vibrations of sugars and sugar phosphates. Necromass from P. spinulosum differed in 

the presence of a peak at 1149 cm-1, which has previously been observed and 

attributed to similar vibrations from a-glucan complexes (Gupta et al., 2015). Lastly, 

bacterial necromass showed a v(PO2
-) peak at ~979-964 cm-1 that was not observed in 

the fungal necromass, that may result from lipopolysaccharides (Parikh and Chorover, 

2007), phosphodiester groups in nucleic acids (Parikh and Chorover, 2006), or be 

contributed from backbone v(C-O) and v(C-C) vibrations from nucleic acids (Schmidt 

and Martínez, 2017).  
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Changes in FTIR spectra upon adsorption.  

Under constant flow of necromass solution, biomolecules accumulated at the 

goethite surface until spectral changes were minimal (Figure 3A). Equilibrium spectra 

collected after exposure to goethite surface differed from free necromass spectra (Fig. 

3.3B-D, blue lines). Detailed IR band assignments for some regions of interest can be 

found in the supporting information (Table C3).  

Overall, spectral features from the polysaccharide and phosphate region (1300-

950 cm-1) were retained at higher relative intensities in comparison to the protein and 

carboxyl region (1750-1300 cm-1) for necromass from all isolates (Fig. 3.3B-D). This 

was most apparent for P. spinulosum, which had a much lower relative peak height of 

the amide I and amide II peaks in comparison to the region of polysaccharide and 

phosphodiester vibrations (Fig. 3.3D). A combination of low signal intensity and 

broad peak shape indicates these peaks are likely not protein-related for P. spinulosum 

necromass and may arise from the amide groups in chitin cell wall components. For 

bacterial necromass, adsorption onto the goethite thin film resulted in an increase in 

the amide I/amide II peak height ratio, as has been observed previously in experiments 

with intact cells upon exposure to hematite (Parikh and Chorover, 2006). The amide I 

peak shifted to lower wavenumber for bacterial necromass upon sorption, but to higher 

energy for fungal necromass. The amide II peak shifted to higher energy upon 

adsorption for all necromass sources. Peaks associated with carboxylate functional 

groups (vs(COO-) ~1390-1375 cm-1) shifted to lower energy, potentially indicating the 

formation of innersphere bonds (Parikh et al., 2014b).  

In the polysaccharide and phosphate region, all necromass showed more 
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structure upon sorption, with spectra of bacterial necromass exhibiting peaks at ~1084 

and ~1068 cm-1, while adsorbed fungal necromass peaks were situated at 1081, 1056, 

and 1026 cm-1 (Fig. 3.3B-D). Vibrational bands associated with P-O stretching (~1222 

cm-1, 969 cm-1) were more pronounced for bacterial necromass spectra upon 

adsorption (Fig. 3.3B-C). This is contrary to investigations of intact bacterial cells or 

EPS at iron oxide interfaces, where the vas(PO2
-) peak, often attributed to 

phosphodiester bonds in nucleic acids (Omoike et al., 2004; Omoike and Chorover, 

2006), is typically reduced upon adsorption (Parikh et al., 2014b). This may indicate 

the increased involvement of hydrated lipopolysaccharides or intracellular nucleic acid 

residues in surface adsorption for bacterial necromass when membrane integrity is lost 

(Parikh et al., 2014b). The absence of these peaks in goethite-associated fungal 

necromass suggests signals are largely from cell wall polysaccharides such as chitins 

and glucans. Most notably, a peak at 1016 cm-1 appeared in the spectra of adsorbed R. 

pickettii (Fig. 3.3B). This peak can be assigned to v(P-OFe) and is indicative of 

monodentate, innersphere complexation with the goethite surface (Barja et al., 1999; 

Omoike et al., 2004; Parikh and Chorover, 2006). A shoulder at the same wavenumber 

is present for adsorbed P. solitsugae necromass as well (Fig. 3.3C), though at a much 

lower relative intensity. This feature is absent or obscured by the peak at 1026 cm-1 in 

the collected spectra from P. spinulosum (Fig. 3.3D). No contribution of aliphatic 

components (~2923-2850 cm-1) were observed in spectra of any goethite-associated 

necromass, showing limited overall role of lipids or fatty acid components in the 

mineral-association. 

The absence of significant vibrational bands that can be attributed to protein or 
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nucleic acid-related biomolecules from P. spinulosum necromass associated with the 

goethite surface is especially intriguing (Fig. 3.3D, blue line). The necromass 

preparation method (sonication, lyophilization, homogenization, resuspension) is 

assumed to be sufficient to liberate intracellular material from fungal biomass and is 

more substantial than natural disruptions. Nucleic acids and proteins are expected to 

be a large portion of cellular dry weight (Feijó Delgado et al., 2013) and were present 

in initial necromass spectra (Fig. 3.3D, red line). Work with Aspergillus fumigatus, 

also an ascomycete that is ubiquitous in soil environments, has shown negatively 

charged carbohydrates in the cell wall and extracellular matrix to play an important 

role in adhesion processes (Sheppard, 2011). It is currently unclear if the lack of 

protein and nucleic acid involvement in sorption is due to supramolecular associations 

in solution (Schmidt and Martínez, 2018) decreasing adsorption of these two 

molecules or simply the ability of negatively charged glycosidic residues to 

outcompete for surface sites.  

 

Spectral changes across solution conditions.  

The replacement of necromass solution with background 10 mM KCl followed 

by subsequent solution changes (100 mM KCl and 500 µM oxalate) induced 

alterations in the spectra of goethite-associated necromass (Fig. 3.4).  

In the protein and carboxyl related region (1750 – 1300 cm-1), there were clear 

signs of desorption for the amide II peak following solution changes. This region is 

typically more suitable for protein quantification due to lower sensitivity to structural 

changes (Schmidt and Martínez, 2016). There were indications of stability or even an  
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Figure 3.4. Representative ATR-FTIR spectra at equilibrium of necromass at the 
goethite surface across solution conditions  

Panels are arranged by microbial isolate source (A-C). Peak wavenumbers are displayed above peaks of 

interest. Colors represent different phases of the sorption-desorption process. 
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increase in signal (intensity and area under curve) for the amide I peak under different 

solution conditions. For R. pickettii and P. spinulosum necromass, there was an 

increase in amide I peak height upon exposure to 100 mM KCl, while there were no 

changes across any solution condition for P. solitsugae. This region is known to be 

more sensitive to protein secondary structure, and therefore may reflect changes in 

adsorbed biomolecule confirmation with the increase in solution ionic strength. In the 

case of P. spinulosum necromass, this may be due to conformational changes in 

surface associated chitin residues that increase amide I signal. Spectra from R. 

pickettii, showed a shift towards lower energy (1645 cm-1 - 1638 cm-1), perhaps 

indicating a change from more random coil confirmation to an increased contribution 

from b-sheet and/or extended chain components (Gao and Chorover, 2009; Schmidt 

and Martínez, 2016). The transition to the solution containing oxalate as a competing 

ligand did not encourage significant signal changes in either amide I or amide II 

regions. Hydrogen bonded surface complexes of oxalate and goethite are expected to 

have vibrations at ~1600 cm-1, while metal bonded surface complexes show two sharp 

peaks at 1710 and 1690 cm-1 at a pH of 4.5 (Axe et al., 2006). Neither of these changes 

were apparent with the transition for oxalate in the protein region, though there was a 

slight increase in amide I peak height for P. spinulosum necromass. At lower energy in 

this region, goethite-adsorbed oxalate would be expected to show peaks at ~1420 cm-1 

for metal bonded surface complexes and 1307 cm-1 for hydrogen bonded complexes. 

The region centered around 1420 cm-1 increased slightly for adsorbed necromass from 

P. solitsugae and P. spinulosum (Fig. 3.4B-C), potentially indicating increased 

formation of metal bonded surface complexes due to oxalate. 
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In the polysaccharide and phosphate region (1300-950 cm-1), phosphate 

dominated regions of the spectra, including ~1222 cm-1 - vas(PO2
-), ~1026-1016 cm-1 – 

v(P-OFe, v(PO3
2-), and ~976-969 cm-1 – v(PO2

-), showed a peak height increase from 

equilibrium at 10 mM KCl to 100 mM KCl for bacterial but not fungal necromass 

(Fig. 3.4). These regions are likely related to phosphodiester and terminal 

phosphate/phosphonate bonds within nucleic acids. Initial peak height changes were 

highest immediately following the increase in ionic strength and then showed a 

decrease with time. These abrupt changes following increased ionic strength mirror 

changes observed in the amide I peak for fungal necromass (Fig. 3.4C). Increases in 

peak height with increasing ionic strength have previously been observed for these 

vibrational regions for B. subtilis cells attached to gibbsite across a similar range of 

salt concentrations (Hong et al., 2018). If we interpret this event using the Derjaguin-

Landau-Verwey-Overbeck (DLVO) theory, then this phenomenon may be due to a 

rapid suppression of the diffuse double layer with increased ionic strength. This would 

move the secondary free energy minimum closer to the goethite surface, resulting in 

increased signal from already associated necromass biomolecules (Marshall et al., 

1971). Since electrostatic interactions are expected to be reduced with increasing ionic 

strength, spectral changes may also result from an ionic strength effect on the 

hydrophobicity of minerals or necromass residues (Shephard et al., 2010). Resulting 

compression of charged surface biomolecules, such as lipopolysaccharides and nucleic 

acid residues, may explain why this effect is most pronounced for P-related vibrational 

bands (1221 cm-1, 1016 cm-1) for necromass from the two Gram-negative bacterial 

strains. Decreased bacterial adhesion has been observed for B. subtilis cells on 
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goethite across a similar concentration range of MgCl2, stressing the fact that these 

signal increases may not correlate with total adhesion or may differ with cation 

identity (Hong et al., 2014). There were no indications of new peaks in these regions 

during exposure to 500 µM oxalate, though there were clear signal losses in the 1086-

1056 cm-1 region for adsorbed necromass from all isolates (Fig. 3.4). This may be due 

to the displacement of nucleic acid or polysaccharide residues, as this is where vs(C-O-

C, C-C) and ring vibrations from backbone sugars are most pronounced (Parikh et al., 

2014b; Schmidt and Martínez, 2017). 

 

Integral region and kinetic comparisons 

 Interactions between necromass biomolecules and goethite in the amide I and 

amide II regions of collected spectra showed distinct kinetics across phases and 

between bacterial and fungal necromass (Fig. 3.5). While bacterial necromass sorption 

was best fit using a pseudo-first order model, accumulation of amide I and amide II 

functionalities from fungal necromass occurred in a linear fashion with no indication 

of approaching equilibrium, even after 100 minutes. The differing patterns of sorption 

kinetics further suggest that these vibrations from fungal necromass are likely from 

amide functionalities in chitin residues with little contribution from proteinaceous 

molecules. Final peak heights of fungal amide I and II bands associated with the 

goethite surface were much lower (Fig. 3.4C). Plots of amide II integrals show a clear 

pattern of desorption during the transition to background 10 mM KCl followed by a 

more dramatic desorption phase upon exposure to higher ionic strength (Fig. 3.4, Fig. 

3.5). Not only was more signal lost under 100 mM KCl solution conditions for amide  
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Figure 3.5 Kinetics of amide I and amide II regions  

Kinetics are shown during sorption-desorption of necromass onto goethite. Colors represent different 

phases of the sorption-desorption process and symbols represent replicates (ranging from 3-5).  

 

II peaks, but the initial rate of change was much more rapid as well (Fig. 3.5), 

resulting in higher k1 values for this phase than for the prior 10 mM KCl phase and 

lower Ae values for all necromass sources (Table 3.1). Similar dynamics were 

observed for the amide I region as well for both bacteria, even with the initial signal 

increase following phase change for R. pickettii necromass. Amide I region integrals 

of P. spinulosum necromass decreased during exposure to background 10 mM KCl 

and then increased or stayed the same during both 100 mM KCl and 500 µM oxalate 

(Fig. 3.5). Amide I integral regions for R. pickettii and P. spinulosum showed higher 
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equilibrium values (Ae) with increasing ionic strength and the introduction of oxalate 

than during adsorption (Table 3.1), while P. solitsugae necromass showed more 

stability in this region. In most cases, rates of desorption (k1) tended to be higher for 

amide functional groups than during the sorption phase for all necromass sources 

(Table 3.1). Amide II regions, which are more suited for protein quantitation, showed 

40-50% loss in integral area during desorption steps compared to sorption equilibrium 

(Fig. 3.5, Table 3.1).   

 

 

Table 3.1. Modeled kinetic parameters for amide vibrational bands 

 
Isolate IR Band Parameter Phase 

       
   Sorption 10 mM KCl 100 mM KCl 500 µM Oxa 

R. pickettii 

Amide I 
k1 (min-1) 0.109 0.215 0.256 0.103 
Ae (a.u.) 0.134 0.137 0.160 0.145 

      
Amide II 

k1 (min-1) 0.041 0.291 0.367 0.166 
Ae (a.u.) 0.043 0.040 0.029 0.026 

       

P. solitsugae 

Amide I 
k1 (min-1) 0.080 0.103 0.221 0.007 
Ae (a.u.) 0.227 0.214 0.213 0.171 

      
Amide II 

k1 (min-1) 0.069 0.223 0.312 0.030 
Ae (a.u.) 0.100 0.092 0.056 0.046 

       

P. spinulosum 

Amide I 
k1 (min-1) 3.48x10-4 0.161 0.024 0.159 
Ae (a.u.) - 0.051 0.093 0.100 

      
Amide II 

k1 (min-1) 2.11x10-4 0.066 0.143 0.084 
Ae (a.u.) - 0.030 0.024 0.018 
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Figure 3.6. Kinetics of key integral regions predominantly associated with nucleic 
acids and polysaccharides 

Kinetics are shown during  sorption-desorption of necromass onto goethite. Colors represent different 

phases of the sorption-desorption process and symbols represent replicates (ranging from 3-5). Refer to 

Table C.5 for full vibrational assignments as names have been shortened for space.   
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The polysaccharide and phosphate region (1300-950 cm-1) was divided into 

regions of absorption bands dominated by P-containing functional groups and ether, 

alkene, and ring dominated regions (Fig. 3.6).  Bands associated with phosphodiester 

groups and mineral surface-complexed P (vas(PO2
-), v(P-OFe), ring, v(PO3

2-), v(PO2
-)) 

were not present for the fungus, P. spinulosum. As with the amide I and amide II 

regions of the spectra, sorption kinetics of the P. spinulosum were more aptly 

described using a linear fit while pseudo-first order kinetic models were appropriate 

for bacterial adhesion kinetics. Overall, P- dominated regions showed an ionic strength 

effect, resulting in increased area under the peak with initial solution condition 

changes followed by decreasing area with time. This was not observed for the region 

containing ether, alkene, and ring vibrations (ring vibrations, vs(C-O-C, C-C), v(PO3
2-

)). The two regions that can only be assigned to phosphate ester group stretching 

vibrations (vas(PO2
-), v(PO2

-)) appeared to be stable against desorption under all 

solution conditions. They exhibited a clear decrease in rates (k1) and very little change 

in area (Ae) from sorption to desorption phases for bacterial necromass (Table 3.2). 

Similar patterns were observed for the peak assigned to innersphere coordination of 

bacterial necromass with the goethite surface (v(P-OFe), ring, v(PO3
2-), though much 

higher noise and variability between replicates was observed (Figure 6). The region 

associated with ether, alkene, and ring vibrations showed relative stability to changing 

solution conditions (DAe < 10% for all phases), though this may mask larger changes 

for individual peaks within the region (Table 2). For instance, for P. spinulosum, 

larger decreases to the peak at 1081 cm-1 in the presence of oxalate are offset by 

increases in the peak at 1026 cm-1 (Figure 4C). For all necromass sources, this region 
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exhibited faster kinetics during the replacement of necromass solution with 10 mM 

KCl than during sorption or other desorption steps (Table 3.2).  

 

Table 3.2. Modeled kinetic parameters for nucleic acid and polysaccharide-
related vibrational bands 

 
Isolate IR Band Parameter Phase 

          Sorption 10 mM KCl 100 mM KCl 500 µM Oxa 

R. pickettii 

vas(PO2
-) 

k1 (min-1) 0.446 0.006 0.020 0.008 
Ae (a.u.) 0.048 0.040 0.048 0.051 

      
ring, vs(C-O-C, C-C), 

v(PO32-) 
k1 (min-1) 0.114 0.253 0.112 0.160 
Ae (a.u.) 0.202 0.203 0.180 0.180 

      
v(P-OFe), ring, 

v(PO3
2-) 

k1 (min-1) 0.898 0.033 0.037 0.022 
Ae (a.u.) 0.012 0.024 0.024 0.028 

      
v(PO2

-) 
k1 (min-1) 0.900 0.031 0.028 0.021 
Ae (a.u.) 0.012 0.011 0.011 0.013 

       

P. solitsugae 

vas(PO2
-) 

k1 (min-1) 0.128 0.025 0.020 0.009 
Ae (a.u.) 0.099 0.083 0.086 0.096 

      
ring, vs(C-O-C, C-C), 

v(PO32-) 
k1 (min-1) 0.082 0.415 0.306 0.138 
Ae (a.u.) 0.155 0.144 0.142 0.115 

      
v(P-OFe), ring, 

v(PO3
2-) 

k1 (min-1) 0.304 0.020 0.034 0.029 
Ae (a.u.) 0.025 0.018 0.026 0.031 

      
v(PO2

-) k1 (min-1) 0.213 0.046 0.032 0.021 
Ae (a.u.) 0.016 0.013 0.015 0.019 

      
P. spinulosum ring, vs(C-O-C, C-C), 

v(PO32-) 
k1 (min-1) 1.40x10-3 0.116 0.013 0.016 
Ae (a.u.) - 0.285 0.265 0.249 

 

 

Environmental implications 

Our findings show that differences in microbial necromass composition alter 

the mechanisms of their interaction with mineral surfaces and the subsequent stability 
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of MAOM formed. Using goethite as a model soil mineral phase, we have observed 

that initial differences in fungal necromass biomolecule composition carry over into 

the formation of MAOM at the goethite surface. Fungal necromass, as indicated using 

P. spinulosum as a model organism, differed substantially from the two bacterial 

model organisms, R. pickettii and P. solitsugae. Necromass from the fungal isolate 

contained substantially higher glycosidic components and these functionalities, likely 

from cell wall materials including chitin, glucans, galactomannans, and other 

functionalized oligosaccharides, are the most likely biomolecules giving rise to 

vibrations at the goethite surface. They adsorbed at the expense of other protein or 

nucleic acid molecules, which were notably absent from surface associated spectra. 

Bacterial necromass, on the other hand, adsorbed via the formation of innersphere 

bonds using carboxylic acid and P-containing functional groups with indications these 

were primarily from protein and nucleic acid residues. While amide II and sugar-

related band integrals showed decreases under different solution conditions, these P-

containing bonds, present only with MAOM formed from bacterial necromass, 

showed the most stability with changing solution phases.  

 The results from batch sorption experiments highlight that microbial 

metabolism has the potential to influence the formation of MAOM beyond just 

determining the pool size of necromass C and N available to adsorb. Differences in 

necromass, presumably related to biomolecular composition stand to impact the 

cumulative affinity of C and N for mineral surfaces and these differences may be 

divergent from the efficiency at which that biomass was produced. While P. solitsugae 

had the lowest carbon use efficiency during growth (Fig. 2.4), resulting necromass had 
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the highest mineral surface affinity in terms of both C and N, ostensibly due to higher 

proportional contributions of protein and nucleic acid to total biomass. Similarly, the 

metabolic transformations of individual LMWOS substrates resulted in differing 

mineral surface affinities of transformed C and N and did not align with metabolic 

estimates of substrate use efficiencies (Fig. 2.4). Overall, our findings indicate that in 

relation to MAOM formation, not all biomass is equivalent. Differences in the 

macromolecular composition of cells are sufficient to alter the cumulative affinity of 

microbial necromass for mineral surfaces and population-level, metabolic 

transformations may alter the fate of LMWOS-C and N during this process.  

 

Future research directions 

 Our findings can be corroborated and strengthened by further experimentation 

and the application of additional analytical methods. These additional research 

avenues can bring quantitative comparisons between our treatments to substantiate the 

relative differences discussed in this work. Future work should also corroborate 

observed differences using model soils. Observations of this kind are needed to 

understand the impact of mechanistic differences on MAOM formation at larger 

spatial scales and better inform potential environmental implications.  

We observed an impact of phylogeny on mineral surface affinity based on a 

single estimated Kd, app value for C or N and inferred a mechanism based on parallel 

spectroscopic studies. Batch studies investigating a full isotherm, spanning a range of 

necromass concentrations with equal necromass C and N values at each level of the 

curve, would provide a fuller assessment of mineral surface affinity. This dataset 
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could be fit with an appropriately parameterized model to estimate Kd and provide a 

more rigorous assessment of the mineral surface affinity of necromass C and N in 

terms of phylogenetic source. If conducted with isotopically labeled biomass from 

specific LMWOS, as in this study, better estimates could be produced of Kd of that C 

or N depending on substrate source. Our assessments of stability under changing 

solution conditions were conducting solely using a surface-sensitive technique with no 

ability to quantify changes on a mass basis at each equilibrium period. An expanded, 

batch sorption study would benefit from the inclusion of desorption steps to match 

those investigated using ATR-FTIR in this study and provide such parallel, 

quantitative data. Interpretations would also be enhanced by a more quantitative 

understanding of differences in necromass composition. Extractions of microbial 

necromass could be used to target and quantify biochemical compound classes (e.g., 

DNA, RNA, sugars, proteins, chitin) to support interpretations of observed spectral 

differences. Further isotope analysis of extracted biomolecule pools could better 

explain if observed differences in Kd by LMWOS substrate source are indeed due to 

preferential anabolic allocation.  

 Work at a larger scale, involving intact model soils, is needed to ascertain 

whether differences in phylogeny are likely to impact the formation of MAOM in situ. 

While still reductionist in approach, experiments using model soils with treatments 

containing a single microbial isolate can be used to understand how differences in 

necromass composition translate to MAOM formation rates. Such an experimental 

setup could be used to control inputs of dissolved organic matter, monitor respiration, 

and track C and N from specific LMWOS through microbial biomass and into 
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MAOM. Further work could also investigate impacts of texture or mineralogy on 

isolate growth and MAOM formation. Experiments of this scale are needed to verify 

that the mechanisms observed to operate in flow-through and batch sorption 

experiments are still applicable in systems of increasing physical complexity.  
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APPENDIX A: SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL FOR ECOPHYSIOLOGICAL 

STUDY OF PARABURKHOLDERIA SP. STRAIN 1N UNDER SOIL SOLUTION 

CONDITIONS 
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Table A.1. SESOM analyte composition as determined by ICP-OES 

 
 (mg/L)  (mg/L) 

Al 1.461 Mn 0.104 
As < DL Mo < DL 
B 0.418 Na 5.189 
Ba 1.034 Ni 0.005 
Ca 6.089 P 1.501 
Cd 0.001 Pb 0.019 
Co 0.003 S 4.361 
Cr 0.002 Se 0.001 
Cu 0.008 Si 2.748 
Fe 1.322 Sr 0.034 
K 12.671 Ti 0.002 
Li 0.004 V 0.003 

Mg 1.411 Zn 0.952 
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Figure A.1. Example 1H NMR spectra with peaks of interest annotated  

This specific spectrum is of the initial SESOM solution. See methods for collection and 

processing parameters.  

 

 

Table A.2 Assigned NMR resonances in SESOM 

 
Compound Assigned chemical shift (ppm) Integrated region 

(ppm) Acetate 2.08 (s) [2.0601, 2.1] 
Alanine 1.49 (d) [1.46, 1.52] 
a-Glucose 5.23 (d) [5.21, 5.245] 
b-Glucose 4.64 (d) [4.62, 4.66] 
Lactate 1.32 (d) [1.31, 1.34] 
Unidentified Aromatic 

metabolite 

7.09 (*) [6.85, 7.35] 
*Three peaks were integrated for this unidentified signal, though they do not represent a triplet.    
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Figure A.2. Phylogenetic Tree of Paraburkholderia sp. 1N in relation to 50 closest 
genomes 

The tree was created based on a whole genome assembly, annotation, and genomic 

comparison within KBase using the application ‘Insert Set of Genomes Into Species Tree’ 

(v2.1.10), dependent on Fast-Tree2. 
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Figure A.3. RAST Annotated genes from draft genome assembly  

Genomic annotation was conducted using the KBase application “Annotate Microbial 

Assembly” relying on the RAST annotation toolkit. The annotate genome viewer was used to 

group annotations based on functional category (see 

https://narrative.kbase.us/narrative/55022).
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Figure A.4. Type 1 targeted substrates (n = 20) 

The depletion patters of these substrates either did not fit a 4-point sigmoidal pattern or there was insufficient data for curve fitting. In all cases 

there was still significant depletion and the majority occurred before the first sampling event. Panel headers display the abbreviation for the 

compound and source of data (hplc = LC-HRMS, nmr = 1H NMR). Each point represents a mean and error bars indicate standard error (n = 3). 
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Figure A.5. Modeled depletion curves for targeted substrates (n = 12) 

Model fit parameters are displayed within each panel. Each point represents a mean and error bars indicate standard error (n = 3). Panel headers 

display the abbreviation for the compound and source of data (hplc = LC-HRMS, nmr = 1H NMR). The substrate “unkaromatic” is an 

unidentified signal in the aromatic region of the 1H NMR spectra (Table S2). It is not included in manuscript figures or the substrate count, but 

it is included here.
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Untargeted Processing Parameters: 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

XCMSOnline  version  2.3.0 

XCMS        version  1.47.3 

CAMERA      version  1.26.0 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

General parameters 

  Polarity   negative  

  Retention time format   minutes  

2. Feature detection 

  method : centWave 

  ppm   15  

  snthr   4  

  peakwidth   20 60  

  mzdiff   0.01  

  prefilter peaks   3  

  prefilter intensity   100  

  noise   0  

  Feature detection results : 

 2017-12-01_098_18_1X.mzML  [B1N-Exometabo-8-11-T0]    -->  4819  

Features.  

 2017-12-01_095_15_1X.mzML  [B1N-Exometabo-8-11-T1]    -->  4534  

Features.  

 2017-12-01_096_16_1X.mzML  [B1N-Exometabo-8-11-T1]    -->  4327  

Features.  

 2017-12-01_097_17_1X.mzML  [B1N-Exometabo-8-11-T1]    -->  4493  

Features.  

 2017-12-01_090_12_1X.mzML  [B1N-Exometabo-8-11-T2]    -->  4493  

Features.  

 2017-12-01_091_13_1X.mzML  [B1N-Exometabo-8-11-T2]    -->  4474  

Features.  

 2017-12-01_094_14_1X.mzML  [B1N-Exometabo-8-11-T2]    -->  4435  

Features.  

 2017-12-01_087_9_1X.mzML  [B1N-Exometabo-8-11-T3]    -->  4280  

Features.  

 2017-12-01_088_10_1X.mzML  [B1N-Exometabo-8-11-T3]    -->  4472  

Features.  

 2017-12-01_089_11_1X.mzML  [B1N-Exometabo-8-11-T3]    -->  4473  

Features.  

 2017-12-01_084_6_1X.mzML  [B1N-Exometabo-8-11-T4]    -->  4209  

Features.  

 2017-12-01_085_7_1X.mzML  [B1N-Exometabo-8-11-T4]    -->  4165  

Features.  

 2017-12-01_086_8_1X.mzML  [B1N-Exometabo-8-11-T4]    -->  4354  

Features.  
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3. Retention time correction 

  method : obiwarp 

  profStep   0.5  

4. Grouping 

  method : density 

  bw   5  

  mzwid   0.025  

  minfrac   0.5  

  minsamp   1  

5. FillPeaks 

6. Diffreport  

  classes   B1N-Exometabo-8-11-T0  

   classes   B1N-Exometabo-8-11-T1  

   classes   B1N-Exometabo-8-11-T2  

   classes   B1N-Exometabo-8-11-T3  

   classes   B1N-Exometabo-8-11-T4  

  statistical test   ANOVA parametric  

  statistics.threshold.pvalue   0.01  

  statistics.diffReport.value   into  

Finished Running Statistical tests 

7. Additional Plots & Statistics  

 Running mummichog 

 Printing MDS plot 

 Printing static PCA and Select Scaling plot 

8. Annotation (isotopes & adducts) 

  featureAnnotation.CAMERA.annotate   isotopes + adducts  

  featureAnnotation.CAMERA.mzabs   0.015  

  featureAnnotation.CAMERA.ppm    5  

  featureAnnotation.CAMERA.sigma   6  

  featureAnnotation.CAMERA.perfwhm   0.6  

  featureAnnotation.CAMERA.maxcharge   3  

  featureAnnotation.CAMERA.maxiso   4  

  featureAnnotation.CAMERA.intensity   into  

9. Putative ID's (METLIN) 

  identification.METLIN.ppm   15  

  identification.METLIN.adducts   M-H, M-H2O-H, M+Na-2H, M+Cl, 

M+K-2H, M+FA-
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Figure A.6. Type 1 decreasing features from untargeted LC-HRMS analysis (n = 26) 

The depletion patters of these substrates occurred primarily before the first sampling point and therefore their pattern cannot be assessed as 

sigmoidal or otherwise. Panel headers display the m/z of the feature, putatively identified empirical formula, and Superclass. Each point 

represents a mean and error bars indicate standard error (n = 3). 
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Figure A.7. Type 2 decreasing features from untargeted LC-HRMS analysis (n = 21) 

All depletion patterns could be appropriately fit using a sigmoidal function. Panel headers display the m/z of the feature, putatively identified 

empirical formula, and Superclass. Model fit parameters are displayed within the lower left portion of each panel. Each point represents a mean 

and error bars indicate standard error (n = 3). 
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Figure A.8. Type 3 decreasing features from untargeted LC-HRMS analysis (n = 19) 

The depletion patters of these substrates were observable across the timeframe sampled and did not fit a sigmoidal function, though significant 

depletion was observed between the initial and final time points. Panel headers display the m/z of the feature, putatively identified empirical 

formula, and Superclass. Each point represents a mean and error bars indicate standard error (n = 3). 
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Figure A.9. Type 4 decreasing features from untargeted LC-HRMS analysis (n = 33) 

The depletion patters of these substrates had just commenced during the last sampling point and therefore their patterns cannot be assessed as 

sigmoidal or otherwise. Panel headers display the m/z of the feature, putatively identified empirical formula, and Superclass. Each point 

represents a mean and error bars indicate standard error (n = 3). 
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Figure A.10. Type 1 increasing features from untargeted LC-HRMS analysis (n = 9) 

The appearance patters of these substrates occurred primarily before the first sampling point and therefore their pattern cannot be assessed as 

sigmoidal or otherwise. Panel headers display the m/z of the feature, putatively identified empirical formula, and Superclass. Each point 

represents a mean and error bars indicate standard error (n = 3). 
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Figure A.11. Type 2 increasing features from untargeted LC-HRMS analysis (n = 15) 

All appearance patterns could be appropriately fit using a sigmoidal function. Panel headers display the m/z of the feature, putatively identified 

empirical formula, and Superclass. Model fit parameters are displayed within the upper left portion of each panel. Each point represents a mean 

and error bars indicate standard error (n = 3). 
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Figure A.12. Type 3 increasing features from untargeted LC-HRMS analysis (n = 12) 

The appearance patters of these substrates were observable across the timeframe sampled and did not fit a sigmoidal function. Panel headers 

display the m/z of the feature, putatively identified empirical formula, and Superclass. Each point represents a mean and error bars indicate 

standard error (n = 3).
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APPENDIX B: SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL FOR LOW MOLECULAR 

WEIGHT ORGANIC SUBSTRATE UTILIZATION ACROSS A MICROBIAL 

GROWTH RATE GRADIENT 
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Table B.1. Taxonomic identification 

  
     

ID method result similarity reference 
B3N whole genome R. pickettii 97% - 

B1N whole genome P. solitsugae 100% Wilhelm et al., 2020 

Oa1RB ITS P. spinulosum 99% Haugland et al., 2004 
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Figure B.1. Modeled growth curve fits of all three microbial isolates 

The left y-axis (black) denotes optical density (OD595) for the two graphs showing bacterial 

growth curves (A-B). The right y-axis (red) denotes biomass (mg/L) for all three isolates (A-

C). Both axes for show biomass for the fungal isolate, since it was the only measure taken of 

growth (C). Plotted data is from three individual replicates during growth. 

 

 

 

Figure B.2. Modeled fits of carbon depletion of all three microbial isolates 

All data is from measurements of TOC from filtered, cell-free media, depicting changes in 

extracellular carbon levels. Plotted data is paneled by isolate (A-C) from three individual 

replicates during the growth. 
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Figure B.3. Substrate depletion during growth of R. pickettii 

Plots are arranged in order of increasing modeled t50, when available. Mean parameter values from model fits are shown in the bottom left of 

each plot. Out of the 31 substrates with data available, 28 substrates were fit with uptake models and three datasets were insufficient for 

modeling purposes and are listed last.  
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Figure B.4. Substrate depletion during growth of P. solitsugae 

Plots are arranged in order of increasing modeled t50, when available. Mean parameter values from model fits are shown in the bottom left of 

each plot. Out of the 32 substrates with data available, 31 substrates were fit with uptake models and one dataset was insufficient for modeling 

purposes and is listed last. 
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Figure B.5. Substrate depletion during growth of P. spinulosum 

Plots are arranged in order of increasing modeled t50, when available. Mean parameter values from model fits are shown in the bottom left of 

each plot. Out of the 33 substrates with data available, 29 substrates were fit with uptake models and four datasets were insufficient for 

modeling purposes and are listed last. 
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Table B.2. Maximum depletion rates of individual substrates by R. pickettii 

  
 Compound Class Cluster Normalized t50 µmol h-1 mgCDW-1 

citr oa A 0.437 (0.060) 1.349 (0.082) 
succ oa A 0.572 (0.009) 2.194 (1.030) 
akg oa A 0.578 (0.004) - 

glucon oa A 0.580 (0.002) 1.367 (0.321) 
glu aa A 0.595 (0.011) 4.406 (0.146) 
asp aa A 0.599 (0.010) 1.150 (0.258) 
gln aa A 0.609 (0.004) 2.866 (2.153) 
pyr oa A 0.614 (0.011) - 
pro aa A 0.625 (0.005) 1.516 (0.297) 
ser aa A 0.625 (0.009) 1.196 (0.808) 
his aa A 0.630 (0.014) 0.609 (0.090) 
asn aa A 0.632 (0.005) 0.758 (0.024) 
ala aa B 0.640 (0.017) 0.856 (0.268) 
lac oa B 0.642 (0.018) 0.737 (0.233) 
fum oa B 0.642 (0.006) 0.291 (0.101) 
mal oa B 0.646 (0.004) 0.847 (0.396) 
phe aa B 0.664 (0.011) 0.195 (0.015) 
trp aa B 0.681 (0.010) 0.129 (0.001) 
gly aa B 0.689 (0.012) 0.118 (0.014) 
leu aa B 0.689 (0.014) 0.367 (0.061) 
cit aa C 0.691 (0.017) 0.057 (0.018) 
met aa C 0.707 (0.010) 0.146 (0.024) 
ile aa C 0.711 (0.016) 0.255 (0.064) 
thr aa C 0.731 (0.009) 0.097 (0.019) 

homoser aa C 0.736 (0.014) 0.057 (0.011) 
val aa C 0.752 (0.010) - 
lys aa C 0.759 (0.010) 0.031 (0.002) 
cyst aa C 0.889 (0.011) 0.035 (0.001) 

oa - organic acid 
aa - amino acid 
All values are means (n = 3) with standard error. 
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Table B.3. Maximum depletion rates of individual substrates by P. solitsugae 

  
 Compound Class Cluster Normalized t50 µmol h-1 mgCDW-1 

pyr oa A 0.161 (0.009) - 
ile aa A 0.225 (0.064) 49.81 (36.84) 

fum oa A 0.279 (0.035) 6.104 (2.715) 
succ oa A 0.302 (0.013) 2.892 (0.328) 

glucon oa A 0.309 (0.019) 3.367 (0.289) 
citr oa A 0.312 (0.026) 2.251 (0.814) 
akg oa A 0.323 (0.091) - 
mal oa A 0.337 (0.052) 4.188 (1.862) 
lac oa A 0.457 (0.043) 0.770 (0.170) 
leu aa A 0.457 (0.098) 2.670 (1.346) 
glu aa A 0.462 (0.019) 1.516 (0.738) 
asp aa A 0.488 (0.014) 2.424 (0.546) 
asn aa B 0.519 (0.009) 1.092 (0.379) 
gln aa B 0.531 (0.036) 0.622 (0.230) 
ser aa B 0.538 (0.006) 0.511 (0.210) 
pro aa B 0.566 (0.028) 0.489 (0.067) 
his aa B 0.604 (0.041) 0.189 (0.022) 
arg aa B 0.623 (0.053) 1.291 (0.804) 
ala aa B 0.627 (0.046) 0.398 (0.022) 
trp aa B 0.641 (0.033) 0.121 (0.024) 
gly aa B 0.650 (0.013) 0.200 (0.017) 
phe aa B 0.664 (0.038) 0.1590 (0.094) 
cyst aa C 0.664 (0.093) 0.179 (0.090) 
cit aa C 0.721 (0.039) 0.073 (0.015) 
ace oa C 0.727 (0.003) - 
met aa C 0.750 (0.019) 0.314 (0.252) 
lys aa B 0.753 (0.015) 0.319 (0.226) 
thr aa C 0.816 (0.024) 0.170 (0.122) 

homoser aa C 0.817 (0.029) 0.108 (0.082) 
orn aa C 0.817 (0.035) 0.206 (0.108) 
val aa C 0.907 (0.067) - 

oa - organic acid 
aa - amino acid 
All values are means (n = 3) with standard error. 
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Table B.4. Maximum depletion rates of individual substrates by P. spinulosum 

  
 Compound Class Cluster Normalized t50 µmol h-1 mgCDW-1 

cyst aa A 0.317 (0.065) 0.548 (0.485) 
glucon oa A 0.379 (0.024) 0.154 (0.046) 

pro aa B 0.423 (0.029) 0.173 (0.062) 
gly aa A 0.438 (0.097) 0.065 (0.028) 
gln aa B 0.453 (0.033) 0.158 (0.099) 

form oa C 0.455 (0.035) - 
ala aa B 0.458 (0.029) 0.084 (0.029) 
arg aa B 0.464 (0.028) 0.055 (0.016) 
ser aa B 0.481 (0.035) 0.042 (0.028) 

homoser aa B 0.482 (0.024) 0.032 (0.004) 
asn aa B 0.486 (0.026) 0.05 (0.029) 
thr aa B 0.493 (0.022) 0.053 (0.003) 
trp aa B 0.496 (0.003) 0.021 (0.001) 
ace oa C 0.502 (0.044) - 
met aa B 0.502 (0.012) 0.06 (0.001) 
his aa B 0.505 (0.043) 0.031 (0.009) 
ile aa B 0.511 (0.019) 0.086 (0.010) 
val aa C 0.512 (0.045) - 
glu aa B 0.512 (0.049) 0.102 (0.084) 
lys aa B 0.515 (0.019) 0.030 (0.004) 
phe aa B 0.518 (0.019) 0.019 (0.005) 
leu aa B 0.531 (0.018) 0.067 (0.013) 
asp aa B 0.536 (0.060) 0.065 (0.045) 
orn aa B 0.549 (0.011) 0.03 (0.001) 
succ oa C 0.562 (0.081) 0.161 (0.156) 
cit aa A 0.564 (0.043) 0.010 (0.000) 
mal oa C 0.648 (0.136) 0.014 (0.003) 
fum oa C 0.663 (0.100) 0.018 (0.008) 
akg oa C 0.776 (0.155) - 

oa - organic acid 
aa - amino acid 

All values are means (n = 3) with standard error. 
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Table B.5. Respiration kinetic model fits 

 
  

 n  a (%) o (%) t50 (h) w (h) 
R. pickettii       

Total 24  13.15 0 16.70 2.27 
13C-Glc 4  10.24 0 16.06 0.34 
13C-Ace 4  13.32 0 14.67 1.69 
13C-Form 4  35.66* 0 - - 
13C-Gly 4  11.49 0 17.22 0.42 
13C-Val 4  9.96 0 19.79 0.61 

       
P. solitsugae       

Total 18  25.29 0 18.31 2.27 
13C-Glc 3  14.97 0 18.02 0.40 
13C-Ace 3  32.27 0 17.36 1.83 
13C-Form 3  59.19 0 12.24 0.20 
13C-Gly 3  14.41 0 18.22 0.95 
13C-Val 3  0.35* 0 - - 

       
P. spinulosum       

Total 18  12.74 0 62.48 9.72 
13C-Glc 3  7.70 0 43.34 5.67 
13C-Ace 3  6.46 0 42.96 7.04 
13C-Form 3  19.84 0 48.98 6.94 
13C-Gly 3  11.17 0 66.53 9.77 
13C-Val 3  10.73 0 62.98 8.85 

*Equation 2 modified:  ! = 	 !

"#	%
!(#!#$%)

'
, where y is 13CO2-C (% addition).  

†Mean observations used in SUE estimates and not a model derived parameter.  
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Table B.6. Microbial biomass carbon and nitrogen composition 

 
 n %C d13C atom%13C %N d15N atom%15N C/N 
         

R. pickettii         
Control 3 42.11 (0.37) -13.26 (0.37) 1.091 (0.001) 11.78 (0.10) -0.73 (0.31) 0.366 (0.000) 3.6 

Glc 3 42.89 (0.27) 4583 (16) 5.875 (0.016) 12.00 (0.03) -2.18 (0.15) 0.366 (0.000) 3.6 
Ace 3 43.51 (0.14) 1244.9 (8.7) 2.448 (0.009) 12.08 (0.02) -2.04 (0.11) 0.366 (0.000) 3.6 

Form 3 42.94 (1.11) 58.42 (2.95) 1.169 (0.003) 11.86 (0.24) -1.04 (0.45) 0.366 (0.000) 3.6 
Gly 3 45.15 (0.19) 1423.5 (3.6) 2.638 (0.004) 12.27 (0.06) 7631 (15) 3.076 (0.005) 3.7 
Val 3 44.00 (0.35) 3675.8 (4.2) 4.968 (0.004) 12.01 (0.10) 8285 (11) 3.301 (0.005) 3.7 

         
P. solitsugae         

Control 2 18.31 (1.07) 24 (19) 1.138 (0.021) 5.23 (0.31) -1.30 (0.37) 0.366 (0.000) 3.5 
Glc 3 25.08 (0.61) 5884 (11) 7.180 (0.011) 7.11 (0.17) -1.92 (0.02) 0.366 (0.000) 3.5 
Ace 3 23.23 (1.34) 1325 (4.2) 2.547 (0.005) 6.60 (0.38) -1.57 (0.20) 0.366 (0.000) 3.5 

Form 3 32.90 (2.97) 106 (3.4) 1.228 (0.004) 9.21 (0.80) -1.55 (0.15) 0.366 (0.000) 3.6 
Gly 3 35.55 (0.35) 1965 (6.6) 3.225 (0.007) 10.03 (0.12) 11218 (46) 4.299 (0.015) 3.5 
Val 3 34.51 (0.38) 2570 (37) 3.857 (0.039) 9.73 (0.06) 5959 (30) 2.495 (0.011) 3.6 

         
P. spinulosum         

Control 3 44.47 (0.27) -9.43 (1.10) 1.101 (0.001)  8.18 (0.14) 25.25 (4.98) 0.376 (0.002) 5.4 
Glc 3 44.77 (0.27) 5112 (76) 6.40 (0.075) 7.44 (0.08) 10.76 (1.06) 0.370 (0.000) 6.0 
Ace 3 44.24 (0.09) 1907 (29) 3.16 (0.030) 7.92 (0.12) 5.92 (0.09) 0.368 (0.000) 5.6 

Form 3 43.96 (0.12) 186.83 (0.96) 1.32 (0.001) 7.46 (0.02) 8.13 (0.26) 0.369 (0.000) 5.9 
Gly 3 42.70 (0.75) 1304.5 (7.7) 2.52 (0.008) 7.53 (0.10) 11692 (114) 4.458 (0.038) 5.7 
Val 3 43.66 (0.22) 3068.6 (4.4) 4.37 (0.046) 7.57 (0.2) 8012 (40) 3.207 (0.014) 5.8 

All values are means with standard error.  
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APPENDIX C: SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL FOR THE FORMATION OF 

MINERAL-ASSOCIATED ORGANIC MATTER FROM MICROBIAL 

NECROMASS: AN ASSESSMENT OF THE IMPACT OF MICROBIAL 

SOURCE, INITIAL SUBSTRATE IDENTITY, AND SUBSEQUENT 

STABILITY 
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Table C.1. Carbon and nitrogen composition of necromass 

  
 C (mg/L)* N (mg/L)* C/N* CF - Batch CF – ATR-FTIR 

R. pickettii 33.01 9.13 3.6 25 12 
P. solitsugae 14.39 4.06 3.6 25 6 

P. spinulosum 20.26 3.52 5.7 25 6 
* Modified from Table B.7 
CF – Concentration factor for two experiment types  

 

 

Table C.2. Isotopic composition of initial and adsorbed necromass 

  
 

 n-Initial* Initial Enriched 13C (mg/L)* Initial Enriched15N (mg/L)* 
    

R. pickettii    
Glc 3 31.15 0.00 
Ace 3 9.57 0.00 

Form 3 1.28 0.00 
Gly 3 15.17 11.39 
Val 3 34.79 30.49 

    
P. solitsugae    

Glc 3 20.42 0.00 
Ace 3 4.50 0.00 

Form 3 0.80 0.00 
Gly 3 8.60 7.47 
Val 3 10.33 9.67 

    
P. spinulosum    

Glc 3 26.75 0.00 
Ace 3 9.55 0.00 

Form 3 0.69 0.00 
Gly 3 7.11 6.28 
Val 3 14.46 9.66 

*All values are means values from Table B.7.     
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Table C.3. Isotopic composition of adsorbed necromass 

     

 n-Final Adsorbed 
13C (mg/g) 

Adsorbed 
15N (mg/g) 

Enriched 
13C (mg/g) 

Enriched 
15N 

(mg/g) 

Final 
solution 

13C 
(mg/L)  

Final 
solution 

15N (mg/L) 

13C - Kd, app 

(L/g) 
15N- Kd, app 

(L/g) 

          
R. pickettii          

Control 3 0.018 (0.001) 0.006 (0.000) - - - - - - 
Glc 3 0.105 (0.005) 0.005 (0.000) 0.091 - 0.027 - 3.4E-03  
Ace 3 0.054 (0.002) 0.007 (0.001) 0.032 - 0.008 - 4.1E-03  

Form 3 0.017 (0.002) 0.006 (0.001) 0.0002 - 0.001 - 1.8E-04  
Gly 3 0.030 (0.004) 0.025 (0.005) 0.015 0.005 0.014 0.011 1.1E-03 4.9E-04 
Val 3 0.046 (0.004) 0.018 (0.004) 0.035 0.005 0.033 0.030 1.1E-03 1.5E-04 

          
P. solitsugae          

Control 3 0.027 (0.002) 0.009 (0.001) - - - - - - 
Glc 3 0.106 (0.006) 0.007 (0.001) 0.085 - 0.015 - 5.7E-03  
Ace 3 0.044 (0.003) 0.007 (0.001) 0.022 - 0.003 - 6.5E-03  

Form 3 0.023 (0.002) 0.007 (0.001) 0.001 - 0.001 - 1.7E-03  
Gly 3 0.061 (0.005) 0.077 (0.008) 0.036 0.021 0.007 0.006 5.4E-03 3.3E-03 
Val 3 0.054 (0.002) 0.026 (0.003) 0.042 0.009 0.008 0.009 5.0E-03 9.9E-04 

          
P. 

spinulosum 
         

Control 3 0.010 (0.003) 0.004 (0.001) - - - - - - 
Glc 3 0.095 (0.001) 0.005 (0.001) 0.081 - 0.023 - 3.6E-03 - 
Ace 3 0.025 (0.003) 0.003 (0.001) 0.017 - 0.009 - 2.0E-03 - 

Form 3 0.017 (0.002) 0.005 (0.001) 0.002 - 0.001 - 3.8E-03 - 
Gly 0 -  -  - - - - - - 
Val 3 0.042 (0.001) 0.026 (0.002) 0.029 0.005 0.013 0.009 2.2E-03 5.4E-04 

All values are means with selected standard errors displayed in parentheses.     
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Figure C.1. ATR-FTIR spectrum of synthesized goethite dried on the diamond 
IRE 

 

 

Figure C.2. Carbon to nitrogen ratio of adsorbed necromass by isolate source 
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Figure C.3. ATR-FTIR spectrum of dried necromass from each isolate on the 
diamond IRE  
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Table C.4. Replicates used for kinetic model fitting 

 
Isolate IR Band vbrations Phase 

        Sorption 0.01 M KCl 0.1 M KCl 500 uM Oxa 

R. pickettii 

Amide I 5 5 5 4 

     
Amide II 5 5 5 4 

     
vas(PO2

-) 5 5 5 4 

     
ring, vs(C-O-C, C-C), 

v(PO32-) 5 5 5 4 

     
v(P-O-Fe), ring, 

v(PO3
2-) 5 4 5 4 

     
v(PO2

-) 5 3 5 4 

P. solitsugae 

Amide I 5 3 3 3 

     
Amide II 5 3 3 3 

     
vas(PO2

-) 5 3 3 3 

     
ring, vs(C-O-C, C-C), 

v(PO32-) 5 3 3 3 

     
v(P-O-Fe), ring, 

v(PO3
2-) 5 3 3 3 

     
v(PO2

-) 5 3 3 3 

P. spinulosum 

Amide I 3 3 3 3 

     
Amide II 3 3 3 3 

     
ring, vs(C-O-C, C-C), 

v(PO32-) 3 3 3 3 
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Table C.5. IR peak assignments and integral regions for adsorbed microbial 
necromass 

Isolate Integral Region (cm-1) Peak wavenumbers (cm-1) IR band assignment 

R. pickettii 

1740.4 – 1570 1645 Amide I: C=O, C-N, N-H 

1570 – 1506.1 1544 Amide II: N-H, C-N 

1270 – 1190.9 1221 vas(PO2
-) 

1190.9 – 1039.3 1084, 1068 vs(PO2
-), ring vibrations, v(C-O), 

vs(C-O-C, C-C), v(PO3
2-) 

 1039.3 – 990.5 1016 v(P-O-Fe), ring vibrations, 
v(PO3

2-) 

 990.5 - 950 969 v(PO2
-) 

    

P. solitsugae 

1740.4 – 1585.4 1647 Amide I: C=O, C-N, N-H 

1585.4 – 1503.8 1545 Amide II: N-H, C-N 

1270 – 1154.3 1222 vas(PO2
-) 

1154.3 – 1030.9 1086, 1069 vs(PO2
-), ring vibrations, v(C-O), 

vs(C-O-C, C-C), v(PO3
2-) 

 1030.9 – 990.7 1016 v(P-OFe), ring vibrations, 
v(PO3

2-) 

 990.7 - 950 969 v(PO2
-) 

    

P. spinulosum 

1740.4 – 1585.4 1652 Amide I: C=O, C-N, N-H 

1585.4 – 1506.1 1550 Amide II: N-H, C-N 

1196 – 990.7 1152, 1081, 1056, 1026 v(PO2
-), ring vibrations, v(C-O), 

v(C-O-C, C-C), v(PO3
2-) 

 

 

 
 


